Spec Tennis: Check It Out
Spec Tennis is a fast-paced and easy-tolearn racquet sport played on a pickleball
court, using an orange dot low compression
tennis ball and an 18 inch perforated paddle.
With less of a learning curve than tennis, it’s
a blast for all ages and skill levels.
It can be used as an intro to tennis or crosstraining for tennis, as every skill directly translates to tennis. The weight of the paddle combined with it’s low power level, create the environment for developing clean technique and
biomechanics, which limits the common
injuries you see in tennis
With longer rallies than tennis, it’s very
social, and mixing players of different levels or
playing with the family is common.
Spec Tennis is played like tennis, except
with one underhand serve and the “no volley
zone” rule in pickleball does not apply in Spec
Tennis.
Like pickleball, you can fit four times as
many players on one tennis court, so 16 players playing doubles at a time or even more if
running clinics.
Tennis has not been growing, in part due to
the barriers to entry - it takes a lot of time and
money to get to a respectable level in tennis.
The TIA Industry report says tennis participa-

tion from 2010 to 2018 fell 5 percent, and
over the last five years the average annual
change rates isflat at 0.2 percent.
Spec Tennis provides a solution to this - it’s
a way to attract new players, retain current
players, maximize the use of court space, and
help players reach their full potential.
Both singles and doubles are equally enjoyable. It’s hard to end the point, so players nat-

urally develop more well-rounded games and
higher “tennis IQ’s”.
For clubs and facilities that offer tennis,
pickleball, and Spec Tennis, they cover all
bases, satisfying the needs of all members.
Started in 2016 by a tennis pro in NorCal,
it’s been gaining traction nationwide.
Ready to try it? Go to SpecTennis.com or
email SpecTennis@yahoo.com.

tant to extend the life not only of the product,
but more importantly provide the safety of the
players that are playing inside.
“We stand out from other companies
because of our long-lasting products, details in
manufacturing quality and a safe product
because we think not only of the product, we
think first of the sport, of the players, and the
most important our 360ß concept. Our products have unique features including folded mesh,
pillars inserted, lights out of the line of the
match ,and more. We have years of experience
and hundreds of courts that provide feedback for
our customers and confidence in our products.
“As the sport grows, players are evaluating
more and more the quality of the padel courts,
the quality of the artificial turf (no slip, less sand,
good bounce of the ball, consistent bounce off of
the mesh) and ease of court maintenance.
These are all important factors that will make
the sport grow quickly in the USA. We are leaders in all of the categories because of our experience and almost 1,000 courts sold throughout
the world. These are important to us but also
for those clubs that are making the investment
in the short and long term for padel in the
USA.”
In reference to the importance of high quality
court manufacturing, why is it important to
invest in premium quality courts if standard (and
cheaper) courts work also at the club?
“I would answer with another question: Why
is it important to invest in premium quality fit-

ness equipment if standard (and cheaper) equipment works perfectly at the gym?” Sicre replied.
“The core at a padel club are the courts. That’s
the area to invest in terms of sport equipment.
The more features, design, comfort, safety and
durability you can get, the more satisfaction for
players and better return for club owners.”
OK, but how about manufacturing courts
branded adidas? What is adding the brand to the
court?
“In reference to the importance of high quality court manufacturing with Adidas Padel branding, it’s clear and accepted that a premium
brand offers a quality warranty, but on top of
that, when you take the risk of investing in a
new sport, adidas provides prestige, credibility,
visibility and opens the door to an international
network of adidas padel clubs, training methodology, coaches, events, equipment and more..
Adidas is betting consistently worldwide on
padel and will keep on developing benefits and
privileges to the adidas padel family and community in the USA. Adidas has a brand value of
almost $7 billion and is consistently ranked in
the Forbes 500 International brands.”
Marcos:del Pilar, promotions and sales manager for All Racquet Sports, added, “High quality courts will bring in high quality customers.
Our customers and players always deserve the
most and we need to take the responsibility of
the best and safest construction for Padel courts
and facilities.
“Sports centers need to become customer-

centric (member-centric) so make sure you put
your clients at the center of each of your decisions. By offering the best to your members, you
will make them the happiest and will offer them
a place and a club to feel proud of. They will
bring more members in since they know they
enjoy the best courts in the market. Don’t settle
for less than the best!”
Del Pilar continued, “Confidence is the most
valuable asset in construction. By trusting All
Racquet Sports, you are not only partnering
with the leading company in the market but also
investing in your peace of mind and confidence
in your future padel project. What is the value of
knowing that everything will be correct during
the construction?
“We really believe in long-term relationships,
and that’s why we offer warranties in glasses,
steel and turf. We plan to be by your side until
you become successful in your new padel journey.
“A right decision at the beginning of the project will dramatically impact on your ROI. From
the business perspective, you need to make sure
that you select the best partners to build your
padel courts. Good decisions will facilitate your
“break-even” and will make your investment
profitable on schedule without having to deal
with unforeseen and last minute deviations.
Padel is the most exciting journey ever in sports!
Let the experts guide and lead you and let’s
enjoy the trip together!”
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Club because she was Jewish. She used to apply
every year. It was kind of ridiculous. She gave up
trying a few years ago.”
Buxton was forced to retire at the end of the
1957 season, at the age of 22, because of a serious hand injury.
Billie Jean King, another pioneer for equal
rights, said at the Gibson sculpture press conference, “Just think about it. You’ve got a white
woman Jew with a black woman together playing doubles standing there and getting the trophy
... and everybody is giving you a hard time and
trying to not let that happen, you know, not really helping Althea and getting behind her or
Angela.”
Buxton faced anti-Semitism throughout her
career. She was one of the first to be inducted
into the International Jewish Sports Hall of
Fame, in 1981.
Padel Courts
Adam Ross, who writes Autograph Corner for
Florida Tennis, relates fond memories of Buxton.
“She described her love of tennis to me and
that she received little support for her tennis
development in England,” he said. “She moved
to California and took lessons from Bill Tilden on The Duchess of Kent presents the Wimbledon doubles trophy to Angela Buxton (left) and Althea Gibson.
Charlie Chaplin’s tennis court.
“I was lucky enough to spend time with her in
South Florida and attended the premiere of the
Upon Buxton’s death, the Women’s Tennis
ship and support of Althea Gibson when no
documentary film based upon her friendship Association said, “She spent her life standing up one else would, in a racist era in our sport in the
with Gibson. Sitting next to her as she watched to discrimination and injustice.”
‘50s.”
that movie was unforgettable. She packed sandThe Lawn Tennis Association (Wimbledon)
Billie Jean King added on social media, “It was
wiches for us to eat on the way there. That was hailed her as “a champion for inclusion on and In
wonderful
to spend time with her and hear her
Texas
Biscayne
Angela, legendary, thoughtfulKey
and humble.
I off the court.”
words about Althea at the Unveiling of her stattook her to a synagogue where she discussed her
Adams said Buxton “championed the friend
ue last year. Rest in Peace to a true champion.”
life both on and off the court, including overcoming anti-Semitism. She talked about never being
READER’s FORUM
invited to join the All England Lawn Tennis Club
despite repeated inquiries that were always met
Wow what an account in the Summer issue: 73 Flights, 46 Countries, 1 Year. It was a vicarious
with a response that her request was under
journey to a tennis wonderland. Writer Cameron Mofid, Jim Martz and Florida Tennis magazine
review. She seemed more bemused than bitter.
shared it with all of us. When I first met and interviewed the never-ending resourceful Cameron, it
She would wryly smile about it and say that she
was inevitable that this young guy was going to make some astonishing contributions to the sportmay not be a member but when she called they
ing world. Keep that ball bouncing a little higher for us Cam.
would always pick up the phone quickly and provide her with whatever tickets she wanted. She
- Dave “Koz” Kozlowski of the first 17 Master USPTA professionals in world, Sarasota,
was a force of nature, the AELTC knew that.
Florida.
And I knew that if you were lucky enough to
***
meet her, you knew that too. She will be greatly
What an incredible great trip and great article Cameron had. Maybe that article will inspire some
missed.”
young athletes to choose tennis.
In L.A., Buxton lived in an apartment across
For me, it was inspiring - remembering all the traveling I did, but he went to a whole lot more
from the Los Angeles Tennis Club. She said she
places than I did.
was “kicked out when someone
told them I was
- Pierce Kelley, Fort White, Florida
Philadelphia
Orlando
Jewish. Someone came from London and said
***
that he was so surprised to see me there. Did you
I loved every word. The way he chronicled his experiences made me feel as if I were with him.
know she’s Jewish? And he said, What? And you
Thank you for allowing me to travel vicariously through him. Such a fascinating travelogue, a pleasaccepted money from her and she’s playing
ure to read. Well done. He has traveled more in one year than I have in my lifetime, and I’m 51. He
here? Give it to her straight back ...
certainly inspired me to see moreUSA
of the world.
Made Courts
“And this guy was Perry T. Jones. He was Mr.
- Brad Jerger, Davie, Florida
Tennis in America for many years and had a lot
***
of pull ... But then I went over to the recreationThank
you for doing such a wonderful article on me (Weyman Carries on Legacy of Maureen
al courts. I had to get a bus. But if you’re into tenLittle
Mo
Connolly
Brinker). I am so touched and honored to be included in your fine magazine - the
nis and you love tennis, a long bus ride and all
gold standard! Loved all the pics too!
that doesn’t mean anything.
Just heard last week that I am being inducted into the Texas Tennis Hall of Fame in November “There I met all the castoffs that Perry T.
so
thrilled. They are putting some items in my case and I will for sure give them this issue. So Florida
Jones wouldn’t have, like the two Mexicans
Tennis will forever be in the Texas Tennis Hall of Fame in Waco.
Pancho Gonzales and Pancho Segura ... It was
Coming
October
2020
Glad this issue has been a big success
- lots of great
articles! So
well done! I grew up reading
much, much more friendly and available. Didn’t
Tennis
Magazine
in
the
70’s
cover
to
cover
and
this
is
just
like
that
excellent!!!
have the wonderful courts, just had ordinary
SVB Tennis & Wellness Center
- Carol Weyman, Dallas, Texas
cement recreational courts.”
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Born To Coach
PICKLEBALL NEWS
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Andy Murray (left) with Daniel Vallverdu.
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* Transitioning Safely To NVZ
Let me set the stage here. You have hit the
perfect 3rd shot drop. It has landed softly and
unattackable into your opponent’s kitchen.
Now what? It’s transition time! Figuring out as
a team how to do this safely and effectively will
increase your percentages to win points from
low percentage situations.
This is no exaggeration on my part, this
transition process is the number 1 reason I see
my students lose points after executing a third
shot. I will break this down into a couple of
common scenarios.
#1 The third shot drop is missed high and
your opponent can attack from above net
level. More times than not I see one or both
players decide this is a great time to start the
transition forward to the NVZ with no real
thought going into the outcome of the point.
Not only are you creating options for your
opponent’s 4th shot attack, you are putting
yourself and your partner at great risk of losing the point. I will keep it simple, if you miss
your drop high, give yourself a little more time
by not advancing. Stay back, regroup as a
team, and figure out how to make your way to
the NVZ safer by utilizing a 5th, 7th, or even
9th shot.
#2 You are the player tasked with hitting
the 3rd shot drop and your partner takes off
for the NVZ well before you make contact.
Many of my students when I work with them
for the first time have been mis-lead and taught
that if you are not hitting the 3rd shot, you get
to the kitchen as fast as you can. In my opinion, the only time to do this is when you are
returning serve. This mindset in a 3rd ball scenario can put you and your partner in a whole
world of trouble. It can put pressure on the
player hitting the drop to be perfect, it creates
separation between partners, opens up a ton
of shot options for the opposing team to
attack if drop is missed high, and most importantly, substantially decreases your percentages to win this point.
The message is simple. Transition safely
together as a team. Keep that paddle up and
have fun!
*** (right) coaching Sinead Lohan.
Laura Vallverdu
Steve Deakin is an 11-time Canadian
National junior tennis champion and former
mulling
over player
his options
whenthe
lifeswitch
took an
ATP
ranked
who made
to
unexpectedinturn.
pickleball
2017. After learning the
“That’s of
when
Andy called,”
Vallverdu
says.
nuances
pickleball,
he quickly
became
That
would
be
Andy
Murray,
of
course.
He
one of the top players in world today with
was headed
to the 2010
Toronto
multiple
professional
medal
stand Masters
results
and was intaking
between
coaches.
don’t USA
have
including
silver
at the“I 2019
anybody
to
go
with,”
Vallverdu
remembers
Pickleball National Championships.
him saying. “Would you want to come and

help me out for a few weeks?”
Murray won that tournament, beating
Roger Federer in straight sets in the finals.
“It went extremely well,” notes Vallverdu.
Vallverdu soon had a real job as Murray’s
coach, earning what he calls “an express
MBA in coaching.” He went on to lead
Murray through 2014, then Tomas Berdych
(2014-2016), Grigor Dimitrov (2016-2019)
and now Wawrinka and Pliskova.
In Vallverdu’s world, coaching doesn’t
begin with technique or strategy. It’s about
the whole person: “What are their fears?
What are their weaknesses? What makes
them tick? What makes them excited? What
makes them sad? What do they like to do
and what don’t they like to do?”
These days, Vallverdu lives happily in
Zurich with his wife and 1-year-old twins.
Though travel keeps him away more than
he’d like, it also keeps him in the game that
thrills him to this day. “I like the pressure,”
he says. “I love seeing my players compete.”
But everyone starts as a junior player
dreaming of greatness. And these players
must back up their dreams with hard work.
“Understand that there are different levels
of commitment,” Vallverdu says. “If you
want to be the best in the world at whatever
you do - whether it is tennis or anything else
- you only deserve it if you have the highest
level of commitment and focus.”

Getting to College with University Sports Program
The strategy that Daniel Vallverdu - and
thousands of other talented young athletes used to achieve his goals.
Daniel Vallverdu turned to the University
Sports Program when it was time to find a college and so have thousands of other juniors
from around the world.
“It’s by far the best option,” Vallverdu says.
“Get an education and keep building your
game and your body. You can always choose
to do whatever you want after college.”
Thomas Anderson, who founded University
Sports Program in 1995, has seen over and
over again how college tennis changes lives.
“It teaches the values of teamwork, leadership and responsibility - and it’s fun,” he says.
“Companies love to hire athletes. When everybody else is just playing frisbee outside or partying, they’re training in the gym, on the court,
traveling and getting their work done.”
Take a look at where these student athletes
have landed after working with University
Sports Program:
* Alicia Lasry played at Barton University
and is now a digital performance consultant at
Making Science. “USP opened doors for me
with opportunities I never even knew existed.”
* Lukasz Mazur played at Montana State
University and is now an associate professor at
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
* Ana Sofia Cordero played at University of

North Texas/ Southern Illinois University and
is now an assistant women’s designer at
Leonardo Fifth Avenue. “College tennis played
a crucial element in my development. I learned
so much about discipline, teamwork and leadership. It was also one of the best times of my
life. You create a type of bond with your team
and university that you can’t find anywhere
else.”
* Chi-Shan Jao played at Tulane University
and is now a freelance graphic designer in
Chicago. “USP was very quick in responding
and helpful in assisting me navigate the waters
and build connections with top programs right
off the bat.”
* Olivia Bennett played at Auburn University
and is now an insurance financial advisor at
Sagicor Life INC. Being a student athlete was
so special. It showed me the true meaning of
teamwork and enabled me to travel and compete against other amazing schools throughout
the U.S. It was an unforgettable experience.”
* Gustavo Oribe played at Oklahoma
Christian / Florida International University and
is now the owner-director of Canas Tennis
Academy LLC. “Thomas Anderson helped me
understand the process of entering into college
tennis in the U.S. and worked to get my first
scholarship. I’ll be forever grateful to Thomas.”
For more college player success stories, turn
to pages 32 and 33.
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In The Works: Intelligent And Interactve Ball Machine
Memory
Lane With the Bryan Brothers
No one has invented a robot that can rally
father was a boxer. At age 6 she won a
with
you
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a
tennis
court.
But
Florida-based
USTA12-and-under
tournament
andBryan,
was
By JIM MARTZ
Take care, from Mark Baron and the our
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said Bob
tennis
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Roth
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Little
Tiger.”
Mark Baron, founder and director of the Barons.”
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Open, knew
before
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When Bob and Mike Bryan won the DBO Beach,
Florida.
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loyalty national
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the
world
did that theball
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to your
scholarship
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Barryzero
University
in Miami,
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All-American
hon“I
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saying how
miss the excitement of
It’sgot
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eventforand
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twohow
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theand
Barons,
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half years
patentthe
is family,”
pending.Baron
Her busities roar
including
ACEing Autism and Boys
in
interview
with Florida
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“And toric doubles partnership came just days Town,
Mikeand
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whoplayed
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nessanpartner
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engineer
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she has
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with
they
and such
is now
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Rytz.were able to say that the last tournament ahead of the US Open, scene of their major Tampa
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as inDick
Stockton,
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is thewas
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timespeaker
to walk at
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We’veFlorida
given
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featured
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“I
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an
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all
right
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history,
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20
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Tour,
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are
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for
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a match scheduled
for
you
not
before
Open
Era
record
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in
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looking
the next chapter
of Hall
our
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Equality”forward
Award to
to International
Tennis
8 p.m.
But seriously,
it was my including all four Grand Slams, all nine ATP lives. With that said, we feel very blessed to
“It’s aWednesday.
solution for many
of the frustrations
of Fame member Martina Navratilova.
pleasure to have you play at our event all Masters 1000s, Nitto ATP Finals (four titles) have been able to play the game of doubles
a tennis player has when using the existing
Roth says she came up with the computer
these years. Take a break, relax, enjoy your and Olympic gold medal.
for so long. We are grateful to have had the
dump ball machines (example: repetitive ball
program for ball machines because “from my
families. And if you’re ever around and want
They also hold the all-time team records opportunities in the beginning of the year to
hitting, still launching balls while the player
experience using a ball machine, it’s hard to
to stop by and see the event you won 100 for Grand Slam titles (16 from 30 finals) and play and say our goodbyes to the fans.
is not ready).
explain things
to aevent
player
times, I can get you a ticket for half price. ATP Masters 1000 crowns (39 from 59 Winning
our final
in when
Delrayyou’re
Beachfeedand
Nikki Roth creator of Quick Nik.
“To
enjoy
the
full
potential
of
Quick
Nik
ing
balls.
If
machine
could
move
like
robotare
...
Seriously, you will be missed. Please keep in finals).
clinching the Davis Cup tie in Honolulu
the
software
requires
a
mobile
ball
machine
I
really
think
this
can
help
tennis
industry.
touch and let me know when your next gig is
“We’re most proud of the way we devoted moments we’ll forever remember and cherHamptonscompletely
in New York.
that can
autonomously
on and
the watch.
court. ourselves
You don’t need a pro, you can actually have
with
Davidmove
Baron
and we’ll come
to the game and gave ish.”
Raised in Cleveland, Ohio, she grew up in your own. Or this can assist the pro.”
Currently no such ball machine is available
commercially and adapting an existing ball a competitive sports family. Her mother was
For
more
information,
visit
machine under for Quick Nik is economical- a professional racquetball player and her Manifestennis.com
ly not reasonable. The alternative is to connect Quik Nik software with three or more
today’s ball machines that are lined up at the
baseline. And when the time, direction and
speed of the ball delivery is under control of
Quick Nik, it is possible to simulate the benefits of a mobile ball machine that can shoot
a ball from every corner of the court.
“Quick Nik uses a video camera to detect
the tennis balls and the actions of the player.
The software uses also a microphone as support device when analyzing the video stream
in real time.
The Bryans’ famed chest bump after another victory. Photo by Alese Pechter.
Their wives, Lucille and Michelle, try a chest bump. Photo by Art Seitz.
Through the video stream Quick Nik
knows when and where a ball hit by the player will bounce and direct the ball machine to
return the next ball like a human tennis player would do. Currently we are working on
the software that is required to control a
mobile ball machine. The next step will be to
test the software with actual tennis ball
machines.”
Roth is a teaching pro in Palm Beach
County and is director of the adult program
at South County Regional Park in Boca
Raton. Working with players ages 3 to 90,
she teaches at Rick Macci’s Academy at
South County and at Mar-a-Lago Club in
Palm Beach, and she has taught at the Evert
Tennis Academy in Boca Raton and in The
Mike and Bob at age 14 when they won the USTA National Boys 14 Clay Courts at
Lauderdale Tennis Club. Photo by Art Seitz.
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SHOP TALK
Dunlop announced 22-year-old ATP Tour
player Michael Mmoh has chosen the SX
300 frame as his racket of choice, after an
exciting playtesting process. The American
is using the SX 300 as he trains at IMG
Academy in Florida.

Masahiro Asahino, Head of Tennis Division
for SRI. “Testing rackets is a process with
all players. In Michael’s case, he was interested in finding a frame that could make his
most powerful shot, his forehand, more consistent. The SX 300 generates just enough
spin to keep those forehands consistent.”

The Babolat Pure Drive is THE benchmark for “power” racquets. A best seller for
more than 25 years, this iconic product
evolves
a game
The Bryans
Bandthat
(Mikeisguitar, Bob keyboard) performed with singer David Baron at
The brothers celebrate their 600th career victory at Delray Beach.
Photoin
by 2020,
Art Seitz.promising
the Delray
Beach
Openitand U.S. Open. Photo by Alese Pechter.
as explosive as it is powerful.
This
year,
will be complemented by a new, complete
range including strings, shoes, apparel,
iTunes,
and Google
Play
September
8.
The Bryans first ascended to No. 1 in the in
2007
at the
2012 London
Olympics
captured
a sixth
crown
at the Delray
bags,
andand
other
accessories
to delight
Pure they
Thrown
off abypopular
reality showmarking
in disDrivethe
aficionados.
FedEx ATP Doubles Rankings in September won
gold medal, adding to their 2008 Beach
Open
VITACOST.com,
grace,
unemployed
real
estate
agent
Madi
It
has
accompanied
the
greatest
tennis
2003. They spent 438 total weeks and ended Beijing Olympics bronze medal.
the 20th consecutive year they had won
an
Cooke
(Kat
Foster),
teams
with
a
group
of
champions
to
victory:
Carlos
Moya,
Kim
10 seasons as the No. 1 team [2003, 2005From 2005 to 2017, and again last year ATP Tour title. They finish their careers with
misfit
tennis
players
in
a
do-or-die
match
Clijsters,
Li
Na,
and
more
recently,
Sofia
07, 2009-2014]. Mike, who became the old- for the 14th time, the Bryans were presented a 1,108-359 team record overall.
Bobbiwon
Mason
(Georgia
Kenin,
and award.
Fabio against
est doubles No. 1 at age 40 on July 16 the
ATP Garbi§e
Tour Fans’Muguruza
Favorite Team
They also
the Miami
OpenKing)—an
doubles
overachieving,
tightly
wound,
real years.
estate
Fognini.
2018, also spent the most weeks at the sum- They earned the Arthur Ashe Humanitarian title six times, including the past two
shark—and her tennis-playing minions.
mit of the team game (506). Bob, who under- of the Year award in 2015.
Is there a possibility that the Bryans might
View
trailer
at:
“We’ve
worked very
closely2018,
with Michael
went
hip surgery
in August
spent a
Bob underwent right hip surgery on August play in the ATP Legends event that’s held at
over the past few months, and we’re happy
“First One In” is a tennis comedy that is https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8vwX
total of 439 weeks at No. 1.
2, 2018, but the Bryan brothers reunited at the beginning of the DBO?
to report that he’s beyond satisfied with his sure to entertain tennis lovers and sport T0uFv8Y
They appeared in 178 tour-level finals and the start of the 2019 season and went on to
“Of
course, why not?” said Baron.
Website
SX 300; he feels like it will actively help his enthusiasts alike, released online on major
lifted
trophies
in
34
different
cities.
They
also
win
two
ATP
Tour
titles.
On
February
23
Possibly
next year?
https://www.firstoneinfilm.com/
game as he climbs the rankings,” said VOD/Digital platforms including Amazon,
helped the United States win the Davis Cup in what proved to be their last tournament “You never know,” Baron replied..

The Bryans sign autographs at the “Little Mo” tournament at Forrest Hills, NY. Photo
by David Kenas.
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Delray Beach Open Tickets on Sale
The US Open in New York brought back
international tennis action, which means it
is time to start planning for the sport to
return to South Florida with tickets going on
sale for the 29th edition of the Delray Beach
Open by VITACOST.com, which will take
place from February 12-21, 2021.
Socially-distanced seating options are
available in series packages and individual
sessions for the ATP 250 tournament at the
Delray Beach Stadium & Tennis Center, and
if last year’s epic event is anything to go by,
tennis fans are in for a treat.
Hometown hero Reilly Opelka claimed his
second ATP Tour trophy in the 2020 final
with victory over Japan’s Yoshihito
Nishioka, serving a tournament-leading 99
aces on his way to the title, while Bob
Bryan and Mike Bryan captured their 119th
tour-level - and final - title as a team. The
greatest doubles team of all-time, which officially announced their retirement before the
U.S. Open, lifted the trophy for a recordextending sixth time last year.
Delray Beach native Coco Gauff made
more history when she and reigning NCAA
singles champion Estela Perez-Somarriba of
the University of Miami faced off in the first
women’s match ever to be played at the
event, while Tommy Haas, David Ferrer and
Marcos Baghdatis led Team Europe to a
repeat win in the ATP Champions Tour
competition.
The 2021 Delray Beach Open will begin
with an ATP Champions Tour team-event
over President’s Day weekend (Feb. 12-14)
starring some of the game’s favorite legends, continue with the ATP 250 singles
and doubles draws starting on Monday, Feb.
15 and conclude with the ATP 250 finals on
Sunday, Feb. 21.
“We enjoyed a terrific tournament in
February, in particular thanks to players
who call Delray Beach and South Florida
home,” said tournament director Mark
Baron. “We are looking forward to welcoming the tennis world back to Delray Beach
next year. We also are eager to welcome our
fans back to the Tennis Center where they
will be able to enjoy the action in a safe and
healthy environment.”
Individual tickets start at $33. Watch the
action from the first eight rows with series
box seats, available in 2-seat and 4-seat
packages, while reserved Championship
Series (all 17 sessions) and Weekender
Series (final Friday to Sunday) are also avail10

(from left) Coco Gauff, Mark Baron and Estela Perez-Somarriba.

able.
Special offers include the Flex-3 (purchase
box or reserved seats for three or more sessions and receive 20% off (excluding Finals,
session 17), the Daily Double (purchase box
or reserved seats for the same day and
evening session and receive 10% off) and
Senior Days BOGO available in groups of 2
or 4 box, reserved or grandstand seats.
Groups of 15 people or more receive 20%
off box seats, 30% off reserved seats.
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Due to socially distanced seating, a limited amount of series tickets are available. A
complete schedule of all match times and
ticket opportunities is posted at
YellowTennisBall.com. Tickets can be
secured online or by calling 561-330-6000.
In an ever-changing world the tournament
will maintain the highest level of health and
safety standards for fans, players and staff
alike. Please remain updated on our measures at https://yellowtennisball.com/faq/

THE HUGH FISHER REPORT
Parallels Between Tennis and Building Wealth
As a financial advisor of wealth management
for over 25 years, never have I seen a time where
investors were more apprehensive about which
actions to take in the market.
The Covid-19
situation is having
a major impact of
many facets of life
to say the least. I,
as many others
believe,
the
lifestyle
adjustments will change
how we live going
forward. I hear
about concerns
over the long run
on what we have
experienced in the
market in general.
Other concerns
that are brought
up are political and social concerns (both domestically and internationally).
My answer, control what you can control, no
matter if you’ve amassed a significant amount of
wealth or you are at the beginning stages of
building wealth, or somewhere in between. Be
proactive in controlling what you can! I have
been very passionate about tennis throughout my
life and find that there are many parallels
between tennis and building wealth.
The top players
approach their matches and careers with a plan;
with both short-term and long-term goals. They
have an arsenal of shots and strategies used
along the way. Situations are evaluated and
adjustments are made constantly. The same
holds true in business and wealth management.
“Write it Down”, what are your financial plans for
2021 or for example, for the next five years?
What about your lifetime or legacy? A dream or
goal written down becomes a PLAN. A plan
that works uniquely for you. Why? Because it’s
a snapshot of where you are, then a plan can be
developed going forward. Adjustments will have
to be made but, at least you have a plan.
Successful businesses and
individuals build a team to operate and achieve
success. I am not sure that Rafa Nadal without
Uncle Tony or the Williams sisters without their
father, coaches, trainers, etc. would have
achieved their level of success without their team!
Select the best advisors you can possibly find.
This applies to financial advisors, CPA’s, attorneys and other professionals that apply to your
situation. Consult with these trusted individuals
regularly at whatever intervals work for you.
Make sure they are focusing on your specific
goals, not just selling cookie cutter products or

services. Last, but not least; find mentors and
associates that have achieved success themselves. Be your own player, but learn from their
wisdom.
Operate like a corporation. Communicate to your team your goals,
aspirations, passions and your concerns. Identify
who and what is important to you and be committed to reaching your goals. In today’s world,
health is a top priority. Given the tremendous
advances in medical technology and procedures,
people in general are living longer, healthier lives.
Having regular physicals or checkups are a very
important part of health and longevity. What
about your “fiscal checkup”? Studies show that
the average American spends hundreds more
time watching TV than on their finances. Did
you know that a stress test can be run on your
specific portfolio to see how it would perform
given various situations or economic events? Is
your portfolio set up properly? Should adjustments be made to enhance returns, lower risk,
preserve capital and increase income? Are you
tax efficient or could you be taking advantage of
tax saving opportunities? What about your current loans and liabilities? Should you refinance to
shorten loan obligations such as mortgages, business loans, equipment, vehicles, credit lines etc?
Another matter to think on: Do you have a will
or need to review estate planning? All this may
seem overwhelming but a few good professionals
can help you one step at a time.
Will we have volatility and down markets going
forward? Definitely, we will. Never have I
believed in extremes such as being all in or all
out, trying to over-forecast or time the markets.
Nobody has a crystal ball to know how much
stocks will fluctuate. In challenging times markets will be volatile, embrace it.
It’s a great time to take profits from stocks
that have soared. Not necessarily selling those
stock positions out completely, but generating
cash to make purchases of good stock opportunities. Volatile periods can create buying opportunities on stocks. Sell your losers, stocks that
you have given ample time and are contributing
nothing to your portfolio. In real estate, the saying is look for location, location, location. For
investments, I believe in quality, quality, quality.
Look for companies well managed, well capitalized and well positioned to take advantage of
either strong basic goods and services or cutting
edge products. Don’t fall in love with a stock,
that is; always,
always diversify
like a corporation. Did you
know
that

Microsoft has acquired over 225 companies over
the years? And that Amazon.com owns over 40
subsidiaries including Whole Foods Markets?
What about Coca Cola and Mars Candy Co.?
They are not just selling soda and candy bars
anymore. Coca Cola has more than 200 brands
and 800 drink varieties in the US alone. Mars,
known for candy and chewing gum is now in the
pet food business and a few years back acquired
over 800 veterinarian clinics employing over
4,700 veterinarians and is now one of the largest
operators of vet clinics in the world. Why?
Consumer spending on pet care in 2020 is forecasted to top $99 billion in the United States.
These are not recommendations for stocks, but
examples of diversification in the business world.
My father was an old school banker who grew up
during the Great Depression. He could make a
penny stretch around the corner and back.
Everything had to make dollars and sense. One
of the things that I will never forget about him
was his amazement with people buying bottled
water. He would never have believed that some
brands of water have surpassed gasoline in price.
Yes, pet care and water; just a couple of examples on trends of basic goods and services.
Today we are living in what’s called a
new Digital Industrial Revolution. The list is endless; Internet shopping, entertainment, communication/teleconferences, social media, online
education, financial technology, artificial intelligence, robotics, electric/automated vehicles, cutting edge biotech/pharmaceuticals, medical
devices, the agricultural sciences and at home/in
home delivery. In my opinion, Covid-19 has left
a stamp on life that has tested and will accelerate
the use of these products and services. Does
that mean that all companies engaged in these
areas will be winners? Absolutely not! As in tennis, there are winners and losers. Again, look to
professional guidance.
Money is
cheap. Again, if you are borrowing money, consider refinancing now. It’s crucial that you review
what can be done going forward to maintain a
strong level of income. Be cautious of going to
lower quality, higher risk investments. In summary, change is good. Be committed. Stay in the
game, build and maintain an excellent team.
Embrace volatility, prepare for it, then review and
adjust. Be patient and persistent but use common sense and you’ll be amazed at what you will
accomplish.
***
Written by Hugh J. Fisher, who is a
Financial Advisor with UBS Financial in
Naples, Florida. Named to Florida’s 2020
Best-In-State Wealth Advisor by SHOOK
Research and Forbes Magazine.
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NEW BOOKS Surges Back in World Team Tennis
Storm
The Orlando Storm earned its first World
Kastles.
TeamTennis
playoff
berth
this
summer
while
World TeamTennis became the first
Pete Sampras: Greatness Revisited
WTT hosted its nine franchises and 66American professional sports league to
match
seasonROSS
at The Greenbrier in White
By ADAM
Sulphur
Springs,
Virginia,
to play
out
Full disclosure: I’mWest
a huge
fan of Hall
of Fame
the
league’s
45th
season
in
2020.
tennis player Pete Sampras and Hall of Fame
Thewriter
Storm
charged
tennis
Steve
Flink, sointo
I wasAugust’s
excited toWTT
read
Playoffs
as
the
league’s
hottest
team,
on the
Flink’s new book, Pete Sampras:
Greatness
strength
a seven-match
streak to
Revisited.ofThe
book, releasedwinning
on September
1,
end
WTT’s
regular
season
in
second
place
did not disappoint.
at The
10-4book
(behind
the
Philadelphia
Freedoms),
begins
with
a great foreword
by tenbefore
falling
to
the
Chicago
Smash,
24-13,
nis legend Chrissie Evert. She clearly relished
the
in
the WTTtosemifinals.
opportunity
present her thoughts and analy2020
team wasthatcoached
by
sisOrlando’s
on Sampras.
She observed
despite her
Australian
Jay Gooding,
co-founder
of stythe
game and Sampras’s
game being
opposites
Gooding
Todero
Academy
in the Lake
Nona
listically that
she always
appreciated
his aggresSports
District,
anchored
by
first-year
Storm
sive play. Evert also loved Sampras’s champiplayers
Tennys She
Sandgren
onship mentality.
knows a and
thing Jessica
or two
Pegula,
andit takes
also to
featured
Englishmen
Ken
about what
reach the
highest levels
of
Skupski
and
James
Ward,
Croatian
Darija
the sport.
Jurak
Collins.
Flink and
does American
a great job Danielle
of analyzing
how
Skupski
and
Jurak
also
played
for
Orlando
Sampras was able to succeed at the highest levin
the Storm
enteredof WTT
as
els 2019,
of tenniswhen
over such
a long stretch
time. He
an
expansion
team.
examines Sampras’s career in a comprehensive
Sandgren,
2018
and 2020
Australian
manner.
Flinkthe
views
Sampras
as the
greatest
Open
quarterfinalist,
and
WTT
rookie
American male tennis player.
Pegula
bolstered
the Storm
in singles
and
One purpose
in writing
this book
was to bring
doubles
and
put
together
seasons
worthy
of
Sampras’s tremendous legacy back into the forebeing
on
the
short
list
of
World
TeamTennis’
front of the discussion of the greatest male playMale
Female
races.
Sandgren
ers in and
tennis
history.MVP
As Flink
points
out, onewas
of
WTT’s
men’s
singles
Sampras’ssecond-winningest
greatest achievements
was winning
player
a 14th
.533 major
gamesin won
his thenwith
record
2002percentage
at the U.S.
(65-of-122
games
won)
and
partnered
Open. However, unfortunately for
Sampras,with
that
Skupski,
and Ward
to form
seemingly mostly,
insurmountable
record
was WTT’s
quickly
best
men’s
doubles
team
(.545 players
games ofwon
eclipsed
by three
of the
greatest
all
percentage).
time, Roger Federer, Rafa Nadal and Novak
Pegula That
finished
the season
WTT’sasNo.
Djokovic.
is unfortunate
for as
Sampras
his
2-ranked
women’s
singles
player
record did not stand the test of time. (45-of-69
Flink also
games
won;
.652 was
winning
percentage),
and
notes that
Sampras
unfairly
labeled as “borthe
Storm’s
regular
season-ending
win
ing” in an era of flashy players such as his greatstreak
est rival,largely
Andrecoincided
Agassi. with Pegula becomingSampras
a staple followed
in the Storm
in women’s
in thelineup
footsteps
of the
singles
and
doubles such
and mixed
Australian
champions
as Rod doubles.
Laver. Those
The World
TeamTennis
in
players,
like Sampras,
let Final
their concluded
racquets and
the
most
suspenseful
and
thrilling
manner
results speak for themselves. Also, contributing
imaginable,
coming down
to the lastlegacy
possito a bit of diminishment
of Sampras’s
is
ble
point
of the stepped
match.away
Thefrom
New
that he
has happily
the York
limeEmpire
defeated
Chicago
in a
light
to raise
his children
with his 21-20
wife, Bridgette
Supertiebreaker,
with
Coco
Vandeweghe’s
Wilson. In interviews for the book, Sampras
service return
clipping thewith
back
the
expresses
his contentment
lifeedge
after of
tennis
baseline
to clinch hethegetsEmpire’s
first family
King
and
the satisfaction
from routine
Trophy.
life.
Not unexpected based upon the way he carThe
WTTthroughout
Final washis
televised
livecareer.
on CBS
ried
himself
illustrious
forAsthe
first
time
and
the
556,000
houseSampras explained to Flink, he played
the
holds on
who
watched
the the
match
the
game
his terms
and left
game was
the same
largest
audience
in WTT
way
afternetwork
winning television
his final major,
the 2002
U.S.
history.
Open, fittingly, over his greatest rival, Agassi.
The Storm
of there
nine were
World
Sampras
recountedis to one
Flink that
so
TeamTennis
teams which
played
14believers
regular
many
more doubters
at that point
than
season
matches
season round
and will
as
Sampras
had in
lostthein2020
the second
of
be
back
for
WTT’s
46th
season
in July
Wimbledon that year. The doubters included
2021.the media and fellow players such as Greg
fans,
The league includes the 2020 expansion
36
12

begin Wilander,
and complete
season
(July
12-Aug.
Mats
Ivan its
Lendl,
Tracy
Austin
and
2)
amid
the
global
COVID-19
pandemic
and
Martina Navratilova.
passed
healthwith
anda laugh
safetythat
tests
as they
the
Changallrecalled
when
leaguejuniors,
reported
no Sampras
positive toCOVID-19
were
he invited
his home
casesthat
from
822 tests
thathad
were
administered
and
Chang’s
mother
cooked
spaghetti
to
WTT’s
teams
and
essential
in the
and her “famous” spaghetti sauce. staff
Pete politely
preseason
before
and
upon
arrival
to
The
asked if he could have plain Ragu spaghetti
Greenbrier
midseason.
sauce.
Chang and
felt that
this was a quintessential
WTT
was moment.
also the Sampras
first major
Pete
Sampras
knewU.S.
whatpro
he
sports
league
to
allow
for
spectators
liked best and chose even at that early during
age to
this with
pandemic
as what
West worked
Virginia’s
stick
what hetime
liked and
best
Chicago Smash, 2020 WTT champion New for
uniquely
him. low COVID-19 incidence rate perYork Empire, Orange County (Calif.) mitted
its matches
to a
Flink WTT
does to
a open
tremendous
job of upputting
Breakers, Philadelphia Freedoms, San Sampras’s
maximum career
of 500into
fans
(20-percent
capacity)
perspective by comparing
Diego Aviators, Springfield (Mo.) Lasers, him
at Center
at Creekside,
with tennisCourt
greats that
both pre-datedThe
his
Vegas Rollers and Washington (D.C.) career
Greenbrier’s
2,500-seat
outdoor
venue.
and those
that came
after him
as well.
There was no dearth of analysis of Sampras’s
achievements by the legends of the game.
Another great aspect of this book is the way
in which Flink analyzes, in depth, year by year,
Pete’s extraordinary career. We hear from
coaches such as Tom Gullikson. We learn that
Ruzedski, who famously said during the 2002 Sampras had asked Gullikson to be his coach,
U.S. Open that Sampras would never win but due to other commitments he was unavailanother major. Sampras explained to Flink that able so he recommended to Pete someone who
he did not doubt himself at that point. He said looked and sounded exactly like him, his twin
that while the world had doubts, he still believed brother, Tim Gullikson. Sampras discusses the
in himself. He believed he could win the tourna- tragic early passing of Tim from brain cancer in
ment if he got on a good run and the rest was 1996 and Sampras’s emotional reaction at the
history.
Australian Open in the 1995 quarterfinal match
Flink takes us on Sampras’s journey to the against Jim Courier. Sampras reflects upon the
top. Sampras’s parents knew little about tennis moment that he began to cry during that match
but were convinced that their son had a bright describing it as a release of pressure that had
future in the game. As a junior, Sampras was been building for a great deal of time. There are
guided by coach Pete Fischer who convinced also some great insights from Sampras’s former
him to change from a two-handed backhand to coach Paul Annacone and tennis analyst and fora one handed stroke.
mer tennis professional Brad Gilbert.
As Michael Chang recounted to Flink, he,
No book on Sampras would be complete
along with many others, felt this was a disastrous without examining the rivalry that he had with
move, especially after Sampras began to lose Agassi. Flink recounts how Gilbert was in the
matches to opponents he had easily beaten prior coaching box for Agassi during some of the
to the change. Sampras, however, was looking most intense matches in their storied rivalry.
at the big picture and had no problem emulating Gilbert recalled that Sampras had an uncanny
prior greats of the game such as Laver, who had ability to turn up the pressure on Agassi and
used the one-handed backhand as part of an raise the level of his game at precisely the right
arsenal that allowed for aggressive play. This cul- moments.
minated in the development of Sampras’s
As Flink points out, you don’t win Wimbledon
attacking net game.
7 times, achieve the year-end number 1 ranking
Of course, no discussion of Sampras is com- 6 years in a row from 1993 to 1998 and win 14
plete without
a focus
on one
of the greatest
first majors without possessing tremendous athletic
Visit one
of our
exclusive
shops
and second
serves
in
tennis
history.
Numerous
ability and the mind of a true champion.
or browse our collection at:
legendary players including Billie Jean King disI recommend this book, without any reservacuss Sampras’s serve in the context of his over- tions, to all tennis fans!
www.CruiseControlGear.com
all extraordinary
athleticism. That athleticism
***
was also on display with Sampras’s trademark
Adam Ross is a volunteer for the USTA
Call 1-877-770-2442
leaping overhead.
Florida and the Vice-President of the Tennis
For Personal
This thoroughly
researchedConcierge
book is full of Collectors of America/TCA and he welcomes
great anecdotes Shopping
and analysisService
from legendary your
questions
or
comments
at
players such as John McEnroe, Jim Courier, robinadam@comcast.net
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NEW BOOKS
Battle
of Boca An Off the
Wall Success
This wasn’t your typical men’s and
French and Wimbledon Juniors; Shintaro
women’s open tennis tournament. The chair
Mochizuki,
winner
of Wimbledon
Juniors
and
Edited by David Shaftel
and Caitlin
Thompson,
this book
features
umpire gave commentary and educational
ITF four
last years
year and
Adrian Andrev,
for-a
the best writing fromNo.
the1first
of Racquet
magazine,
analysis between some points.
ITF No.“representing
2.
quarterly independentmerly
publication
the latent, diverse,
and lare constituency ofYepifanova,
tennis that ahas
not been
the
“Look down at their feet, it’s all about the
rising
seniorembraced
who hasbycomsport writ at large.” mitted to Stanford, defeated top seed and forfeet,” Rick Macci said to several dozen stuFeatures
such subdents from his academy as they watched the
mer Georgia star Maria
Carletackle
of Argentina
6jectsYepifanova
as how was lost
Arthur
men’s final of the $10,000 UTR Men’s and
4, 6-1 in the final.
onlyAshe
13
Muhammad Ali, what’s
Women’s Open at the Rick Macci Tennis
games in her fivelike
victories.
theMejia
deal defeated
with Andre
Agassi’s
Center at South County Regional Park in
The 20-year-old
18-year-old
private
jet,
and
why
is
tennis
Boca Raton.
Emilio Nava, the No. 4 seed, 6-4, 6-4 in
the
important
in
“Lolita”?
“Great angle, it’s all about placement,” he
men’s final. Nava had defeated top seed
opening article,
said after Niolas Mejia ripped a passing shot
Adrian Andreev in The
the quarterfinals
andwhich
Zane
should Khan,
be rated
“R”,8 seed,
is a
for a winner.
Khan in the semifinals.
the No.
compelling
piece
about
Rod
Mejia, a Colombian formerly ranked ITF
had avenged his 2018 Kalamazoo 16s final
Courtesy
of
Adam
Ross
Collection
Laver’s
wayward
nephew,
No. 4 and currently ATP No. 435, won the
loss to Martin Damm, the No. 9 seed, in the
Richienotable
Laver. result
Richie,saw
whose
final 6-4, 6-4 in early August over Emilio Rick Macci officiates and comments on the singles round of 16. Another
Ben
best friend was Vince Spadea
By
ADAM
ROSS
Nava of California, who is a former ITF top final.
Shelton, who will start at Florida this fall,
Jr., grew up on the hard
1995.
PeteUS
Sampras
had won both Wimbledon and
fiveThe
andyear
was was
a finalist
at the
Open Juniors
defeating 2019 Wimbledon boys champion
courts
of
Laver’s
the
Open.Open
He was
physically exhausted. International and the finals we’re streamed Shintaro Mochizuki
and U.S.
Australian
Juniors.
of Japan, the
No. Resort,
6 seed,
International
Tennis
He
was two
also guys
mentally
exhausted
as he struggled
come
to grips
live ontothe
internet.
“These
are very
good friends,”
6-3, 7-6(2) in thewhich
second
round.
his father, Ian, built in
The would
impressive
men’s field included eight
with
coach
Tim now.”
Gullikson’s terminal cancer that
tragically
Maccihis
said,
“except
Shelton lost inDelray
the third
round
singles,
Beach.
Theinsprawling
lead
to his passing
in 1996.
Alexandra
Yepifanova,
No. 14 ITF and a player who are currently or have been ITF top but partnered with
his
sister
Emma
to
46-court complex wasclaim
the
juniors.
They
finalist
at the US
Open
Juniors,
The Sheltons,
seeded
The Russians
knew
Sampras
waswon
spentthe
and 10
devised
a plan
to include
beat in the men’s open the mixed doubles
sitetitle. of
the inaugural
Jerry
Shang The
of IMG Academy who is No. 6, defeated International
Women’s
Open
over
No. 7 seeds Yepifanova
and
him
and the
U.S.singles
Davis final
Cup 6-4,
team6-2,
in the
finalsdraw:
set for
Moscow.
Players
No.
63
ITF;
Tristan
Boyer, No. 8 ITF; Martin Nathan Han 6-3.Championship (now Miami
Mariaway
Carle
Argentina.
best
to of
down
America would be to play on red clay; not just any
sponsored
by red
Edgeclay.Damm, No. 5 ITF and a semifinalist at the
JIM MARTZ
redThe
claytournament
but wateredwas
down
and muddy
Open).
As Ian and Richie flew to San Diego for a tournament I 1985,
The Russians believed that they could neutralize Sampras on this
the plane crashed, Ian was killed and Richie survived but was badly
surface.
burned. The article picks up 15 years later when Richie is living
They were wrong. Very wrong. With Andre Agassi watching and
homeless in Delray Beach and follows his downs and ups to
unavailable to play due to injury,
Southern California and marriage and back to Florida.
Sampras faced off against the Russian clay court specialist Andrei
Chesnokov to begin the battle for the Davis Cup. Sampras was at the
***
height of his powers and was able to grind out a brutal 5 set victory
USPTA Hall of Fame coach Rick Macci has posted two new eover Chesnokov and the partisan Russian crowd.
books on his website: rickmacci.com.
At the end of that match, after match point, Sampras collapsed due
* “What You May See is
to dehydration and cramping and was dragged off the court. Courier
Different Than Rick Macci”
lost the second match that day to Yevgeny Kafelnikov and the teams
contains the details, the
insight, a real in depth
were tied at 1-1 with the Russians feeling great about their prospects
understanding of all the
for victory. Despite his weakened condition,
strokes and strategies. It’s for
Sampras told the U.S. Coach, Tom Gullikson, that he could play the
players of all levels.
doubles the next day, and he teamed with Todd Martin to beat the
* “Macci Mental Magic” is
Russian team of Yevgeny Kafelnikov and Andrei Olhovisky.
an in between the ears look
America led 2-1 at that point. Sampras ultimately finished off
at the mental game of the
Russia with a straight set win over Yevgeny Kafelnikov.
real game within the game.
The U.S. won the finals 3-2 and captured the Davis Cup with
He has molded the minds of
Sampras playing a part in securing all 3 points.
Venus Williams, Serena
Sampras had a remarkable career and this has to be considered one
Williams, Jennifer Capriati,
of his greatest accomplishments.
Andy
Roddick,
Maria
Sharapova, Sofia Kenin and
Pictured are Sampras’s signed sneakers from the 1995 Davis Cup
thousands of national chamfinals along with the iconic photo of Sampras being dragged off the
pions and club champions.
court by Davis Cup team physician, Dr. George Fareed.
Do you want to handle
The photo is signed by Dr. Fareed.
pressure better?
Get less nervous? Become
***
a better competitor? This
Adam Ross is a volunteer for the USTA Florida and is the Vicebook is for anybody, not just those who plays tennis, but the game
President of The Tennis Collectors of America/TCA. He welcomes
of life.
your questions or comments at robinadam@comcast.net.
The books can be downloaded at the website: rickmacci.com
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Unmasked:
Kyrgios Opens
Up About One Resources
of his Fiercest
Opponents,
Alopecia
New Professional
Development
for
USPTA Members
By
Staff
By Florida
JOHN Tennis
R. EMBREE
September
heralds
Alopecia Awareness
USPTA CEO
Month,
a one-month
celebrationinaimedthe
at
(Originally
published
increasing
public
awareness
of
Alopecia
September/October issue of ADDvantage
around
the world. Alopecia (hair loss) has
Magazine)
many
different
rangingseeking
from mild
to
The USPTAtypes,
is always
more
severe,
andfor
afflicts
oftento atadvance
a very
resources
our people
members
young
age, in many
different
their careers.
If we
lookways.
at golf, the
Alopecia
Areata
refers
to patchy(PGA)
areas of
of
Professional Golf Association
hair
loss.
It
may
convert
to
its
most
severe
America has 19 regionally based career
form,
Alopecia
Totalis
entire find
scalp)
or
counselors
to help
its (the
members
jobs,
Alopecia
Universalis
(loss
of
hair
on
the
entire
and help employers find the best PGA proscalp
and face
including
thenot
eyebrows
fessionals.
While
we may
be ableand
to
eyelashes
as
well
as
the
rest
of
the
body).dediThe
afford an entire in-house department
hair
result ofand
an career
autoimmune
concatedloss
to is
jobthe
searches
coaching,
dition
whereby
the
immune
system
attacks
there is no reason the USPTA can’t prothe
hair follicles resulting in the individeperson’s
similar services.
vidual
permanently
losing DirectorSearch!
their hair. In cele-I
Announcing USPTA
bration
of to
theinform
awareness
The
am thrilled
you ofcampaign,
our new partNational
Alopecia
Areata
Foundation
(NAAF)
nership with USPTA Master Professional
Society
is inviting
public to increase
Mark McMahon
of the
McMahon|10s,
which
awareness
with
their
“Who
Favorite
will now be fully dedicatedistoYour
performing
Masked
Hero?” campaign.
Florida
these valuable
services on The
behalf
of
Tennis
Magazine
chooses
Aussie
Christos
USPTA members. Mark and his team have
Kyrgios.
put together a robust platform that conChristos
Nick’sofolder
(and more
ducts
full Kyrgios,
assessments
facilities
and
handsome)
brother,toisfitatheir
national
matches positions
needssupport
at the
ambassador
Alopecia
Christos
Director of for
Tennis
level Australia.
and higher.
Pros
now credits the disease with laying the
groundwork of his character.
“I’ve had alopecia since the age of 5,”
Chritos said. “When I was growing up, I
always wore a hat. The disease affected me
every day, crippling my self-esteem. I was
scared of what people would think and that
was often amplified, especially when adults
singled me out, pointing me out to their kids
about how different I was. It clouded my
experiences and led me to retreat deeper into
my shell. I wouldn’t go anywhere without hiding.”
He shared that his younger brother Nick
was his biggest inspiration. “When we were
young, Nick was constantly told that he was
overweight and that he couldn’t achieve this
or that. But Nick just wouldn’t listen.”
Christos said as he laughed. “Not much has
changed with Nick! Nick taught me that the
only person who can stop you is you.”
Christos reflected on dealing with the darkness that he felt inside and the experiences
that caused him to seclude himself from the
world.
“As a kid, I was petrified at class speaking.
The thought of it made me cry, and I came
up with different excuses every time.
Coming out of that darkness was all about
finding that flame of inspiration. Not everyone is dealt the same hand - not in looks, not
in resources, not in ability or even in smartness, but whatever hand you are dealt, no
one can stop you. I learned that you alone
are tough and enough to achieve your
34
14

who seek to become general managers or
leaders of tennis programs and athletic
departments will appreciate the thorough
analysis USPTA DirectorSearch will offer.
USPTA DirectorSearch will be linked to
the new Find-A-Pro and Find-A-Job website, and the two entities will work together to provide a fantastic new service to our
membership. And coming out of the global pandemic, the time is perfect to launch
these new career services. As pros look for
new opportunities and as clubs evaluate
the products they offer their clients, there
will be lots of changes in the marketplace.
We want to be at the table leading those
discussions and USPTA DirectorSearch
will help ensure this is the case. To learn
more about USPTA DirectorSearch, visit
usptadirectorsearch.com.
Mark will be one of the headline speakers for our upcoming World Conference
Virtual Event in September, where he will
discuss the role that his company will play
in advancing our professionals’ careers. If
you have ever considered a change in your
career but were uncertain how to go about
(from left)
Christos
16, NickorKyrgios,
doing
so,
join Kyrgios
Mark’sat age
session
visit 8.the
USPTA DirectorSearch booth at the World
dreams.”
Christos went on to share that “What some
people point out as negatives, you must turn
into positives. It is tough getting out there. I
wanted to embrace spreading the awareness
of what life holds and that what you want out
of it is yours to go out and get. Your dreams
are as important as you think they are.”
His younger brother Nick has been a vocal
advocate for embracing awareness and supporting people with alopecia. On the tennis
circuit, Nick is often seen going out of his way
if he sees a child with alopecia and asking,
“Do you have alopecia? My brother has that.”
Christos concluded with, “Alopecia is the
lens through which I’ve realized that there
may always be someone with more abilities
than you, faster than you, smarter than you,
more hair than you. My goal is to promote
education around alopecia, as well as helping
to mentor young people with alopecia
throughout their lives. I want them to change
the way they perceive the condition - to see it
as a blessing rather than a curse. So much of
the bullying and exclusion when I was
younger was a direct result of people not
knowing what alopecia was. It was also made
worse because I had no idea that alopecia put
no actual limitations on my life - other than
the ones that I myself created.”
This month we salute our unmasked hero
Christos Kyrgios.
For more information visit naaf.org or
aaaf.org.au
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Conference Virtual Trade Show.
There is more. In early September, we
will launch a brand new Find-A-Pro and
Find-A-Job website powered by Orange
Coach, a Dutch company led by Sven
Groeneveld, one of the world’s leading
coaches. USPTA members will be able to
create a dynamic online profile to post
videos, as well as utilize job matching services and put their best foot forward as tennis professionals. You can hear from Sven
at the World Conference Virtual Event.
We are so excited about what this new
technology will do to enhance the experience of our members looking for jobs and
that of the facilities seeking them out. I
cannot wait to get this initiative off the
ground!
Nothing is more important to our
Association than assisting our members
with their respective careers. By establishing USPTA DirectorSearch and upgrading
our Find-A-Pro and Find-A-Job website, we
are elevating our capabilities to help pros
in the job market like never before. Now
we can make an even more positive impact
on the lives of so many of our professionals, and on the industry as a whole.

(from left) Caitlin O’Hehir, 10, is mentored by Christos
Kyrgios.

Where Are Carlbo,
They Now? Global Coach
Robert
By THOMAS ANDERSON
University and is now a B2B analyst at
By
DEBORAH
HOBBSof University Sports
President
& Founder
Tramontina. “Stop being afraid of what can
Life takes many pathways and
Program
go wrong and start being positive about
for Robert Carlbo his journey startI’m
so
inspired
and
rewarded
to
see
what
what can go right.”
ed in Liberia, Africa, then to
our
students
are
accomplishing.
After
26
* Dylan Hall played at the University of
Sweden and finally the United
years
in
college
placement
and
1,700
stuAlabama
Huntsville and is now the head
States. Born in Liberia to tennisplaying
parents,
Robert
startedthan ever to
dents later,
I’m more
motivated
tennis professional and social media managplaying
sport at age
continuetheimpacting
the five.
lives His
of young peoer at Greenwich Racquet Club. “Playing colfather’s
in the
mining indusple...andwork
their
families.
In my journey I
lege tennis was the most tremendous expetry led the family to Sweden, where
have learned a few things:
rience of my life. My college tennis journey
Robert’s tennis interest increased.
*Born
Thatwith
first,a we
must
understand
who
our
taught me the true value of extreme commithip disability that
student
is
as
a
person
regardless
of
their
ment, teamwork and perseverance.”
hindered normal athletic developacademic
or
tennis
profile,
to
be
able
to
find
* Anton Peskov played at Florida Atlantic
ment, and against doctors’ advice,
he
to adaptwhere
and persevere
thatlearned
one college
they will maximize
University and is now the director of
in
thepotential.
sports world. Overcoming
their
iTravex.
obstacles
achieving
high-level
* That and
being
happy and
motivated in col* Alonso Tomas played at the University
tennis
Robert proved
he ranking or
lege is ability,
more important
than any
of Missouri-Kansas City and is now the
could work smarter and more effibrand name
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Universityservice,
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coaching
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“THE GAME OF TENNIS IS MENTAL”
Dr. Richard W Cohen is a Board Certified Psychiatrist
specializing in Sports Psychiatry and Mental Toughness
Dr. Cohen is available for Sport Psychology Services including
mentoring and teaching high performance and mental
toughness techniques, all tailored to the individual athlete.
Virtual Office Visits for highly motivated juniors and aspiring
pros are available to help each competitor reach
his or her peak performance.
German Dalmagro is head women’s coach at Illinois.

Experience
able to any sphere of life: leadership, communication, time-manage- Division 1 College Head Tennis Coach
ment and teamwork. I can firmly say I wouldn’t be the person
I am Tennis Champion - Winner of 17 Gold Balls
National
today without this experience and the people I met through it.”
Captain of University of Pennsylvania Varsity Tennis Team
* Daniela Ramirez played at Georgia State University and is now
Experienced
working with ATP and WTA players
a graduate assistant coach at Georgia State Athletics. “USP was
crucial in the process of finding a scholarship. I don’t think I would’ve
Mentored and treated top college tennis players
gotten such a great opportunity without their advice and guidance.
and United States and ITF Juniors
They definitely set you up for success.”
* Ana Sofia Cordero played at University of Worked
North Texas/
with NBA, NFL, MLB athletes and aspiring golf pros.
Southern Illinois University and is now an assistant women’s designer at Leonardo Fifth Avenue. “College tennis played a crucial element in my development. I learned so much about discipline, Education
teamwork and leadership. It wasDr.
alsoCohen
one of the
best times from
of my the
life. University of Pennsylvania and
graduated
You create a type of bond with your team and university that you
Temple University School of Medicine.
can’t find anywhere else.”
Heplayed
was on
the faculty
at Jefferson
Medical College for a number of years
* German Dalmagro
at Auburn
Montgomery
University
and is now the head women’s coach
at
the
University
of
Illinois.
and is Board Certified in Psychiatry and Neurology.
* Carolina Aravena, played at Troy State University and is now the
tennis director at Los Condes Country Club. “Without USP there is
no way I could have known how to choose the rightAdditional
place for me. Information
They were always by my side, every step of the way and for somePlease view Dr. Cohen’s seminar on Mental Toughness at https://youtu.be/w42M3Tos5no
one who doesn’t know how college works in the US, it was key to
have their support.”
* Alain de la Bastide, played at Colorado Mesa University and is
now the Supply Chain/ Project Manager internship at Leitner Poma
of America. “College tennis impacted my life in so many positive
ways. It goes further than just athletics, this mindset of always pushing for more translates into my everyday routine for all the aspects
of my life”.
And many more who we cannot mention due to limited space in
this article. Visit www.universitysports.com

For more information or questions regarding Virtual Office appointments,
kindly call or email Dr. Cohen at 215-232-3003,
or rwcohenmd@gmail.com
Address: 2401 Pennsylvania Ave., Suite 1A7, Philadelphia, PA 19130
Fax: 215-232-5642
Ó  ÚÀ ¯
¯
Web: www.rwcohenmd.com
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HIGH SCHOOLS
All
In The

Family at the Top of USTA Florida

By JIM MARTZ
What
If I don’t Get A Scholarship Offer From First Choice?
From Marvin Pfaender Jr., to son Bob
Pfaender,
from B.A. Grubbs to daughBy DEDEand
ALLEN
terWhat
Danaa Andrews,
been
crazy yeartennis
2020has
hastruly
been!
Thea
family
affair.
world has turned upside down. With school
All have
or there
will isserve
as tennis
president
of
having
started,
a lot on
players’
USTA
Florida.
And
they
are
the
only
fatherminds. Will have a season? If we do, what will
son
combinations
to
it lookand
like?father-daughter
What practice/match
procedures
hold
that
office.
will we have to follow? For seniors, how will
Marvin work
was the
1980-81,
held that
recruiting
this year?
Will Bob
the college
I’m
role
in
2013-14.
Grubbs
was
presi-a
looking at still have scholarships? Or even
dent1984-85,
Andrews will be president in
program?
2021-22.
Overall, there are 350 NCAA Division 1
In exclusive
interviews
with and
Florida
programs,
310 Division
2 programs,
438
Tennis,
Bob
and
Dana
reminisced
about
Division 3 programs. Division 1 and 2 provide
what
it was$2.7
likebillion
to grow
up as an
offspring
more than
in athletic
scholarships
of
a
USTA
Florida
president
and
what
they
to over 150,00 student-athletes. Division
3
learned
about
the
president’s
role.
Bob
does not offer athletically related scholarships.
talked
about
the high
office,school
and
There are
wellhis
overyears
2.5 in
million
Dana
talked
about
her
plans
for
the
next
student-athletes. Of all the student-athletes in
two
years.
the US,
only about 2% receive athletic scholarships. There are over 350,000 high school
What were the similarities and
tennis players in the US. There are only about
differences between your father’s years as
15,000 collegiate tennis players.
president and yours?
You ask yourself, what are my chances? You
There was a lot of change, they
have found he the perfect school and commit
were completely different situations. For
to it. The coach has made a commitment to
instance, their budget was so small they had
you. THEN, the coach changes their mind or
an annual meeting and they had to have a
you change your mind. That is perfectly legal.
dinner and that was it, the budget was shot.
Not until you sign a National Letter of Intent
They had no money for staff, so they hired
are either party committed to one another.
part-time, one lady in Miami, wonderful
With NCAA signing dates, along comes a bunlady, Helen Durress, who is in the USTA
dle of nerves.
Florida HOF with him. My dad was the first
NAIA and NJCAA also provide tennis scholpresident out of South Florida. In those
arships. Study your viable options. Be hondays the powers that be were always cenest with yourself, your parents and coaches tered in South Florida and they were conwhat are YOU looking for in a school? Can
cerned about any Central Florida leaderyou handle the academic and athletic load?
ship, such as from Winter Park, and they
Question: I’m afraid that I might not get a
weren’t happy about it. It was rough.
scholarship offer from my first choice, what
He was chairman of the ranking commitshould I do?
tee. He drove me around to tournaments
Answer: There isn’t a player out there who
because I got the bug. My next door neighdoesn’t have their “perfect school” in mind. I
bor had me hit tennis balls across the drivelike to refer to the recruiting process as matchway. The street was the net. He invited me
ing your personal desires with your academic
to play at the Winter Park Racquet Club on
talents and your athletic ability in finding an
a real tennis court and I fell in love with it
“excellent choice” of school. Unfortunately,
and pursued it from there.
not everyone will be offered a scholarship at
My parents ended up joining the racquet
their first choice. There are several reasons
club. Somebody snagged my dad and he
that you may not receive an offer from your
liked the ranking committee. They did it by
first choice.
hand on a chart in those days. He met a
* There may not be any “openings” for next
gentleman named Tom Lang, who worked
year. Perhaps no one is graduating that may
for Martin-Marietta, It was the early days of
free up some scholarship money.
computer work at Martin for the govern* The school’s athletic budget may not allow
ment, and my dad knew him. I think he was
for a full complement of scholarships
a member of the racquet club, and got him
* The coach may only have limited money
to help to start the very first computer rankavailable for next year and can only bring in
ing system. It was very antiquated,. If anyone player.
thing could help this - and the phone calls
* You may not have as high a ranking as the
at night that my mother had fits with - Mr.
coach is looking to recruit. Some coaches
Pfaender! Mr. Pfaender! I beat him 7-6 in
30
18

Marvin Pfaender (left) and son Bob.

the third! And he just got ranked ahead of
me! Mr. Pfaender, no, no, no! Just constantly, constantly.
That’s how I grew up and how his work
was so difficult. He and his board started
the Hall of Fame. In 1981. Our first
inductees were Chris Evert, Frank Froehling
111, Doris Hart, Gardnar Mulloy, Edward
District 19and
champions
in 2019
Izzy Blanton (left) and May
Turville
Clarence
Varner.
May Swett of the Episcopal School of Jacksonville..

recruit only off of rankings.
I was working for Wilson and had
* Academically, you may not make the
moved back to Florida. It was just national
grade - the better your grades the more opporfor me to go to the Florida Section office to
tunities will be available to you don’t neglect
Doug Booth, who hadn’t been hired yet.
your grades! Check to make sure that you have
When he got hired I introduced myself and
met the NCAA Core-curriculum requirements
said I want to help. That was more of a
- they are different for each division. Work with
brand building, kind of business. And then
your HS Guidance Counselor.
I fell in love with Junior Team Tennis, and
* The coach may feel that you just won’t fit
Lakeland was the main facility, with 900
it with the type of players he/she currently has
children.
on the team. Or perhaps the coach feels that
Then I got on what they called at the time
the two of you just don’t “fit”. Trust me, you
the Recreational Tennis Council. It was my
want to attend a school who has a coach that
first committee appointment. I’d go to the
“fits” your personality as much as the coach
national meeting, I probably opened my
wants the same.
mouth too many times and probably comHopefully, during this process you develop
plained. And what do they do with you
some type of backup plan that will help you
then? They put you in charge. We need you
through this. If you are a senior this year and
on this committee.
you don’t have a plan in mind, you may end
So I learned this committee structure, and
up at a school that you haven’t researched
Celia Rehm was the incoming president.
very much. For those of you who are underThen we started regional directors and I got
classman, you do need to start now to develop
talked into being that. One thing led to
a backup plan.
another and they wanted me to be on the
As the old saying goes, “don’t put all your
board. I had that memory and I said no a
eggs in one basket”. Coaches usually have a
million times. Owen Davidson from New
good-size list of players with whom they are
Smyrna Beach, he was very clever, a psyinterested - just as players hopefully look at
chologist by trade, he called me up and did
more than one school.
a different approach that worked.
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* Start your sophomore year with a file on
schools. Make notes of any school you have
ever heard that has a tennis team.
* By the time you reach your senior year,
this list may not look anything like the one you
started two or three years ago.
* Decide on what criteria you will be using
to “grade” the schools. (academics, strength of
tennis program, size, location, team and coach
personalities - just to name a few).
Prepare three lists: (Remember, you have to
get into school first):
* Long shots - your “excellent choice” may
be in this list. This should include either athletic and/or academic “long shots”
* Realistic choices - schools that you will
probably get in either athletically and academically
* Slam dunks - schools at which you feel
sure you will be accepted and be able to play.
As you go through high school continue
updating/editing this list and start researching
some of the schools that are on your list.
$4 million.
We you
had $6
TheseOur
listsbudget
may was
change
some as
go
million
in
the
bank,
which
infuriated
me.inI
through high school. The criteria you use
said,selection
What’sprocess
the matter
with
you?
Why?
the
will most
likely
change
as
We’re
not
a
profit
organization,
we
need
to
you mature and your ideas of the “perfect
give
his
money
back.
We
started
projects
school” change. Use some of the forms
like Sharein the
and giving
to
included
the Love
Collegiate
Guide grants
for High
pros and
equipment
programming
School
Tennis
Playersfor
to youth
help you
get organ- foam balls, and racquets and nets all over
ized.
Florida.
It was a wonderful
was
As a sophomore
or juniorthing.
yourThat
list may
clearly
a
highlight
for
me.
We
gave
away
include as many as 20-25 schools. By the
hundreds
of to
thousands
of dollarssenior
of equiptime
you get
your first semester
year,
ment
for
programming
and
it
worked.
was
your list should be narrowed to aboutIt6-10
great.
schools (applying to 20 schools gets costly).
then
weofheard
about this
in the
*And
Keep
track
the materials
thatidea
are sent
to
backfrom
of each
Virgil
Christian’s and Kurt
you
school.
Kamperman’s
minds about maybe a project
* Study it carefully.
in *Lake
Nona
that- might
these
Talk to others
family, include
friends, all
guidance
courts
and
this
and
that,
and
move
counselors, to help give you some ideas our
offices
to Daytona
Beach. And
hav* Keep
your list updated;
use we
thewere
compariing
troubles
with
the
City
of
Daytona
son sheet (found in the college guide).
Beach.
spending
If you Doug
stay ondidn’t
top of like
everything,
youmoney,
should
but
that
was
one
of
my
goals,
to
make that
be okay. Keeping the lines of communication
happen.
the campus
dealis was
open
withWhen
the coaches
involved
key. a go it
was a no brainer. I was one of many that
helped make
*** that possible.
Dede Allen is a former USTA Administrator
of Junior Competition and Collegiate Tennis,
former ACC Coach of the Year - Wake Forest
The author
wonderful
thing, USTA
B.A. and
his
University,
of original
College
wife
became
very
good
friends
with
my
Guide (dedetennis8@gmail.com) , Tennis
mom and my
dad. And B.A. always
respectProgram
Director/Episcopal
School
of
ed
me,
I
think
father-son
has
been
done of
in
Jacksonville, Volunteer Executive Director
other
sections.
Florida High School Tennis Association, and
When EDC.
Chuck Faculty/USTA/FL
Gil had a nationalTrainer,
board
USTA
positionnamed
(in addition
oneSchool
in Florida),
recently
USPTAtoHigh
Coach he
of
couldn’t
the
Year. do both, something had to give, so
Dana stepped up to the plate. I was thrilled.

She’s a class act, grew up in Florida. Her
history with tennis was similar to mine. She
had a daughter who got into tennis who got
her involved.
Sam Vuille Sr. and Jr. are in the Florida
Hall of Fame, they’re the only father-son
players in it.
We’re equally proud of each other and
our dads.

I had been a consultant for USTA
National working with Glenn Arrington on
the Tennis Service Rep project. I did that for
three years after retiring from Wilson. Tons
of fun. These are the 85 folks around the
country that “sell” tennis every day for their
sections.
We were building them up as a sales force
for tennis. We have regional sales meetings,
professional development and the like. We
received the funding to hire two full-time
people, so my contract was up on March
31, 2018. One week later my wife, Dawn,
was diagnosed. I spent 18 months taking
care of her 24/7, so it all worked out and I
could be with her that whole time.
Mike Dowse (president of Wilson
Sporting Goods who is the new USTA CEO
and executive director) is a long-time good
friend from my Wilson days. I have stayed in
touch with him and recently had dinner with
he and John Embree and then lunch with
Mike at the campus before all of this (coronavirus) mess hit!

My dad introduced tennis to me and
taught me tennis, and I played in the juniors
and in college. But by the time he was in a
leadership role I was in law school. So I do
remember him starting in the Northeast
Florida Tennis Association in Jacksonville,
and he started volunteering with them and
moved his way into USTA Florida. He and
Marvin Pfaender were close buddies.
For me, my daughter played in juniors. I
didn’t want to get involved until she was on
her way out, so after that I started with the
junior competitive committee and moved
along from there.
My dad still lives in Jacksonville, plays
tennis three times a week. He’s 86 years
old. He’s gotten to see the new campus and
the new USTA Florida headquarters. He
loves the mural that gives all the history of
the organization. He recalls many of those
people. He and Bobby Curtis were very
close.
Bobby even wrote to me when I was in
law school. They were having a lot of issues
with the juniors misbehaving, and a lot of
grievances. So Bobby got in touch with me
on how it should be handled. I wrote him

Then you are around all these fabulous people who have the same love that you did of
the game of tennis. And we know what a
difference it can make in your life.
My daughter to this day now in the working world and how she manages people and
what she learned on the court - she says
mom, you used to tell me that all the time,
that wins or losses, dealing with disagreements, fair play, that it’s all coming back to
her now that she’s out in the business
world.

One thing he always said was that the
money was always literally kept under the
treasurer’s bed. She would say, oh, we need
to bring that out from the cardboard box.
I will say one thing that hasn’t changed is
that USTA knows how to do things. In some
ways it hasn’t changed, that the goal is the
same - grow the game. And that will consistently be the goal. Now with the technology
bringing in different age groups, different
cultural backgrounds, you don’t have to be a
tennis player to be a part of this organization and you can contribute.
For instance, be on the Foundation
board, which I get to be a part of. I knew
nothing about what they were doing. The
outreach they have is amazing. So I think
that’s an aspect that has really grown.

Dana Andrews

My title is volunteer. I do think that
we’ve had such a transition over the last two
years that I really see my role is going to be
to kind of bridging the gap from all the
changes that we had the last couple of years
to now, set us on the course of the positives
of those changes and how we can move forward. I really feel, and it almost sounds
corny, we need a breather. Keep strategic
plans in place, don’t try to create another
new wheel every two years. I like what we
have now but lets really take off with it.

B.A. Grubbs

back a letter, and the very first tournament
my daughter played in Bobby came up to
me and handed me his letter.

It’s very meaningful to me. Well, my
dad with his business career, as he was
slowing down on the business side, I saw
how fulfilling it was to him to be involved in
the organization. He’s a guy who has always
had a lot of great ideas, always willing to
step outside of the box. I’m not necessarily
that way.
I’ve shared with people that at my age in
coming into the organization it has taught
me different skills that I didn’t know I had,
or maybe forced me to use different skills
that I may use on my business side of it.

We all know that people’s time is very
valuable to them, and the fact that we have
made a concerted effort to have this
Academy to give them the tools that will
help them to be the best volunteer they can
be, whether it’s here or somewhere else.
What this organization has taught me, I now
volunteer for other not-for-profits from my
experience here. We take them two days
away from friends and family. I’m really
proud of this, it’s really awesome.
I play a the different events like Annual
Meeting. I’ll play a lot more in five years
when I retire. I’d watch tennis all the time,
the Tennis Channel 24/7 if I could. But I
don’t watch as much as I’d like.
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Howard
Schoenfield, Junior Tennis Legend, Passes due to Covid-19
USTA FLORIDA
Howard played on a legendary

Lakeland’s Ben McKown, who

Championships.

FloridaFlorida
Tennis Magazine
wishes California
state Project
championship
is the same age
as Schoenfield,
managed to tour
USTA
Launches
AMPLIFY
to Address
Racial
EqualitySchoenfield
in Tennis
to express its condolences to the team, winning the individual title remembers that he had a mental- on four continents as a profespassing
junior unveiled
tennis great
by beating his friend and team- toughness advantage over
himorganization,
sional player
ultimately
setUSTA ofFlorida
the AMPLIFY
side our
we before
hope to
break down
Howard
Schoenfield,
who
died
mate,
Perry
Wright
(who
would
during
the
12s,
14s,
and
16s,
but
tling
down
in
Florida,
where
he
Project this summer, a long-term initiative to
the racial inequality in tennis. As an organizalack of
diversity
apparJuly 8 due
complications
from
go on toinwin it “The
the following
year)
during isthe
18s, his opponent
would
spend
restOnce
of hispeople
adult
engage
andtoamplify
the Black
community
tion, it is time
to stop
andthe
listen.
Covid-19.
He wasthe
62.state of Florida.inThe
the inifinals. He
andand
Wright
also grew
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To Keep
Us Safe And Active During Pandemic
YESTERDAY
TODAY
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An Interview With Jodi Applebaum-Steinbauer
By PHIL SECADA
How did you get
started playing junior tennis?
I followed
my brother Jeff’s footsteps. We had a store
near Henderson Park, and would go over and
take the Saturday morning tennis clinics. Jeff
got started because my mom overheard at a
Little League baseball practice that the son of
James McLamore (the person who founded
Burger King) needed to leave baseball practice
to go to a tennis lesson. My mom thought tennis sounded like a pretty nice sport.
What type of game did you have
while playing in Florida juniors?
I had a baseline game, hitting the ball
hard and running fast, trying my best to get
everything back.
Who were your primary coaches?
Jack Cook, Leo Fullwood, and Dave
Lifshultz were my primary coaches.
What club/s did you play out of?
Salvadore Park in Coral Gables.
When was your last year in juniors?
1974.
What was your highest Florida junior
ranking, year, and division?
I was ranked 4th my last year of 18s
in 1974, right behind Lynn Epstein (3), Zenda
Liess (2), and Rayni Fox (1). All three were
among the best juniors from my era of the
70s.
Who were your primary competitors
in Florida Juniors?
In addition to the above, Jeannie
Evert, Carrie Fleming, Laurie Fleming, and
Kathy Kuykendall were all tough.
Did you win any major doubles
championships?
I won the USTA National Collegiate
National Tournament with Terry Salganik.
How did you do in high school?
I did not play high school tennis in
10th grade as South Miami Senior High
School did not have a team that year. Our
family then moved to Miami Beach. In 11th
grade, I won the Miami-Dade County Public
Schools districts at #1, beating Rayni Fox in
the finals. I was the only player from Beach
High to go to state that year, (1973). I was
named the Dade County player of the year
that year. In 12th grade, Miami Beach qualified for state. I won #2 district and state titles
that year. Lynn Epstein was awesome at #1!
In high school, which year was your
best year and what was your high school lineup?
1974; #1 Lynn Epstein, #2 me, #3,
Joyce Portman, # 4 Ellen Cohen, and #5
26

Jodi with long-time USTA Florida junior competition director Bobby Curtis.

Susan Krupnick. We were solid from top to
bottom and were state team champions.
Did you get a tennis scholarship?
Yes, to the University of Miami in
1974; I was one of the first female athletes to
receive a full tennis scholarship after Title IX.
You had an awesome collegiate
accomplishment, winning the Doubles
Championships; tell us about your experiences
in winning this event?
It was very exciting. On match point,
I hit an offensive top spin lob return over the
net person’s head to win the match.
Merging defense with offense, eh?
Pretty neat; when did you earn your degree?
What was your major?
I earned a BSED degree in 1978; I
then earned a Masters degree in Education in
1980. My major for my BSED was P.E. My
major for my Master’s degree was coaching
and sports administration.
Did you play the Circuit? Any Grand
Slam events?
I made it to the second round of the
1981 U.S. Open, losing to Rosie Casals.
What are you doing today?
I have been married for almost 32
years to J.R. Steinbauer; we have two daughters, Erika and Julie. Erika is an attorney in
Boston, Massachusett,s and Julie works for the
First Tee of Central Florida.
Any awards that you have received, in
and out of tennis?
Yes, I am in the Miami Dade County
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Jodi has run the Junior Orange Bowl since 1996.

Tennis and University of Miami Sports Halls of
Fame.
What is the biggest thing you have
learned from playing junior tennis in Florida?
How has this helped you later in life?
Junior Tennis helped me later in life
with being focused, composed, committed,
and dedicated to all of my passions in life.
You are the director of the biggest
CONTINUED ON PAGE 28

Howard Schoenfield, Junior Tennis Legend, Passes due to Covid-19
Florida Tennis Magazine wishes
to express its condolences to the
passing of junior tennis great
Howard Schoenfield, who died
July 8 due to complications from
Covid-19. He was 62.
Schoenfeld, born in Fort Hood,
Texas, in 1957, and his family
moved to Rochester, Minnesota,
where at 8 years of age Howard
discovered tennis and very quickly
became enamored with the game.
Within a year, he was winning
12s and 14s regional tournaments.
Guided by Coach Marv
Hanenberger, Howard began
playing national tournaments,
winning his first singles, the
USTA Hard Courts, and USTA
National Doubles (playing with
Pem Guerry), as well as the
Junior Orange Bowl, all in the
Boys’ 12s in 1969. That same
year, he won the Albert Teeter
Sportsmanship Award for the
USTA Northern Section.
While only 12, Howard once
hit with the great Arthur Ashe, a
story he recounted joyfully for a
newspaper months later. Later
that year, while still 12, he won
both the Boys’ 16s and 18s titles
at the South Dakota Junior Open.
In the early 70s, the family
moved to Beverly Hills and

Howard played on a legendary
California state championship
team, winning the individual title
by beating his friend and teammate, Perry Wright (who would
go on to win it the following year)
in the finals. He and Wright also
teamed up to win with Boys 16s
1972 USTA Indoor Doubles
Championships.
Howard continued to hone in
on his tennis game, winning 12
USTA national titles and many
other tournaments. In 1973, he
won the Boys’ 16s National Clay
Courts; two years later, the Boys’
18s National Hard Courts. He
was the number one ranked player in the country for his age group
during each of those years.
Over the years, Howard was
coached by some of the game’s
greats, including George Toley,
who was once quoted in the Los
Angeles Times that Howard “Will
do whatever I tell him to do on
the tennis courts until he drops.”
Glen Bassett, former UCLA
head tennis coach, said, “Howard
had as good a ground stroke
game as any junior in the world,
and mentally he played the whole
match.” He is remembered by fellow players fondly, both for his
aggressive and artistic play and
kindness off the tennis court during his younger days.

YESTERDAY, continued from page 26
junior tennis tournament in the world: The Junior Orange Bowl
International Tennis Championships. How have you developed as a
tournament director running this event?
I have been running this Junior Orange Bowl tennis event
since 1996. Every year I learn something new. I enjoy following the
young tennis players’ careers as they move forward to the 16s, 18s, college, and the pros. It has been a great experience!
If you could put two 14 and under players from 2 different eras
to play the ultimate final, name your matchups for the boys’ final? The
girls’ final?
Although Coco Gauff won the U12s and did not play the
U14s, I would like to put her against either Chris Evert or Steffi Graff at
14.
I would put this year’s U14s winner, Nishesh Basavareddy, against a
14 year old Roger Federer.
***
Dr. Richard Cohen, who was featured in the Yesterday and Today
interview by Phil Secada in the Summer issue of Florida Tennis, won his
17th USTA gold ball, this time the National Father/Daughter tournament with his daughter Julie.
“This is a happy ending to the article and my sweetest gold ball
because it was six months after my cardiac bypass surgery,” Dr. Cohen
said.
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Lakeland’s Ben McKown, who
is the same age as Schoenfield,
remembers that he had a mentaltoughness advantage over him
during the 12s, 14s, and 16s, but
during the 18s, his opponent
grew taller and was just overall a
better player than in previous
divisions.
Accompanying these tennis
successes, however, Howard was
increasingly anxious and suffered
occasional depression. He was
eventually diagnosed with schizophrenia, shortly after his mother’s
death by suicide in 1974.
Howard also developed a drug
habit that he kicked only years
after his tennis career ended. He
also became leery of newspaper
stories about him and particularly
hated publicity about his troubles.
Despite his health issues as an
adult player, Howard still won a
1980 Grand Prix tournament in
Tulsa,
Oklahoma,
beating
American doubles great Bob Lutz
en route to the finals. He
achieved an ATP world ranking of
68 and played both Wimbledon
and
U.S.
Open
Tennis
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Championships.
Schoenfield managed to tour
on four continents as a professional player before ultimately settling down in Florida, where he
would spend the rest of his adult
life.
After a particularly turbulent
period, Howard resided in a halfway house in Hialeah but wanted
very much to live on his own.
During this period of time, he had
all but given up tennis, although
he still had some tennis in him left
to play a few Florida Junior
Legends tennis tournaments in
the 1990s. After that, he hung up
his tennis racquet for good.
Schoenfield was generally recognized as having the sixth-best
tennis record among U.S. all-time
juniors during the era of the 70s,
right behind #1. Billy Martin, #2.
Van Winitsky, #3. Freddy
DeJesus, #4. Eugene Mayer, and
#5. Ben McKown.
Howard is survived and beloved
by his brothers, Steve and Mark,
along with his nephews and
nieces, Joshua, Diana, Michael,
Rae (Hannah), and Rachel.
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What If I don’t Get A Scholarship Offer From First Choice?
By DEDE ALLEN
What a crazy year 2020 has been! The
world has turned upside down. With school
having started, there is a lot on tennis players’
minds. Will have a season? If we do, what will
it look like? What practice/match procedures
will we have to follow? For seniors, how will
recruiting work this year? Will the college I’m
looking at still have scholarships? Or even a
program?
Overall, there are 350 NCAA Division 1
programs, 310 Division 2 programs, and 438
Division 3 programs. Division 1 and 2 provide
more than $2.7 billion in athletic scholarships
to over 150,00 student-athletes. Division 3
does not offer athletically related scholarships.
There are well over 2.5 million high school
student-athletes. Of all the student-athletes in
the US, only about 2% receive athletic scholarships. There are over 350,000 high school
tennis players in the US. There are only about
15,000 collegiate tennis players.
You ask yourself, what are my chances? You
have found he the perfect school and commit
to it. The coach has made a commitment to
you. THEN, the coach changes their mind or
you change your mind. That is perfectly legal.
Not until you sign a National Letter of Intent
are either party committed to one another.
With NCAA signing dates, along comes a bundle of nerves.
NAIA and NJCAA also provide tennis scholarships. Study your viable options. Be honest with yourself, your parents and coaches what are YOU looking for in a school? Can
you handle the academic and athletic load?
Question: I’m afraid that I might not get a
scholarship offer from my first choice, what
should I do?
Answer: There isn’t a player out there who
doesn’t have their “perfect school” in mind. I
like to refer to the recruiting process as matching your personal desires with your academic
talents and your athletic ability in finding an
“excellent choice” of school. Unfortunately,
not everyone will be offered a scholarship at
their first choice. There are several reasons
that you may not receive an offer from your
first choice.
* There may not be any “openings” for next
year. Perhaps no one is graduating that may
free up some scholarship money.
* The school’s athletic budget may not allow
for a full complement of scholarships
* The coach may only have limited money
available for next year and can only bring in
one player.
* You may not have as high a ranking as the
coach is looking to recruit. Some coaches
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District 19 champions in 2019 Izzy Blanton (left) and May
May Swett of the Episcopal School of Jacksonville..

recruit only off of rankings.
* Academically, you may not make the
grade - the better your grades the more opportunities will be available to you don’t neglect
your grades! Check to make sure that you have
met the NCAA Core-curriculum requirements
- they are different for each division. Work with
your HS Guidance Counselor.
* The coach may feel that you just won’t fit
it with the type of players he/she currently has
on the team. Or perhaps the coach feels that
the two of you just don’t “fit”. Trust me, you
want to attend a school who has a coach that
“fits” your personality as much as the coach
wants the same.
Hopefully, during this process you develop
some type of backup plan that will help you
through this. If you are a senior this year and
you don’t have a plan in mind, you may end
up at a school that you haven’t researched
very much. For those of you who are underclassman, you do need to start now to develop
a backup plan.
As the old saying goes, “don’t put all your
eggs in one basket”. Coaches usually have a
good-size list of players with whom they are
interested - just as players hopefully look at
more than one school.
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* Start your sophomore year with a file on
schools. Make notes of any school you have
ever heard that has a tennis team.
* By the time you reach your senior year,
this list may not look anything like the one you
started two or three years ago.
* Decide on what criteria you will be using
to “grade” the schools. (academics, strength of
tennis program, size, location, team and coach
personalities - just to name a few).
Prepare three lists: (Remember, you have to
get into school first):
* Long shots - your “excellent choice” may
be in this list. This should include either athletic and/or academic “long shots”
* Realistic choices - schools that you will
probably get in either athletically and academically
* Slam dunks - schools at which you feel
sure you will be accepted and be able to play.
As you go through high school continue
updating/editing this list and start researching
some of the schools that are on your list.
These lists may change some as you go
through high school. The criteria you use in
the selection process will most likely change as
you mature and your ideas of the “perfect
school” change. Use some of the forms
included in the Collegiate Guide for High
School Tennis Players to help you get organized.
As a sophomore or junior your list may
include as many as 20-25 schools. By the
time you get to your first semester senior year,
your list should be narrowed to about 6-10
schools (applying to 20 schools gets costly).
* Keep track of the materials that are sent to
you from each school.
* Study it carefully.
* Talk to others - family, friends, guidance
counselors, to help give you some ideas
* Keep your list updated; use the comparison sheet (found in the college guide).
If you stay on top of everything, you should
be okay. Keeping the lines of communication
open with the coaches involved is key.
***
Dede Allen is a former USTA Administrator
of Junior Competition and Collegiate Tennis,
former ACC Coach of the Year - Wake Forest
University, author of original USTA College
Guide (dedetennis8@gmail.com) , Tennis
Program Director/Episcopal School of
Jacksonville, Volunteer Executive Director of
Florida High School Tennis Association, and
USTA EDC. Faculty/USTA/FL Trainer,
recently named USPTA High School Coach of
the Year.

Where Are They Now?
By THOMAS ANDERSON
President & Founder of University Sports
Program
I’m so inspired and rewarded to see what
our students are accomplishing. After 26
years in college placement and 1,700 students later, I’m more motivated than ever to
continue impacting the lives of young people...and their families. In my journey I
have learned a few things:
* That first, we must understand who our
student is as a person regardless of their
academic or tennis profile, to be able to find
that one college where they will maximize
their potential.
* That being happy and motivated in college is more important than any ranking or
brand name institution.
* That “dream schools” can become
“safety schools” when planning ahead and
putting in the time plus effort. That coaches want winners off the court. People who
inspire others. Role models.
* That parents are a very important component in the recruiting process.
* That the competition in recruiting is
fierce for the limited college team spots. It
takes a well-structured recruiting plan, with
the elements of creativity and consistency.
The impact of helping families opening
the doors for their son’s or daughter’s college future cannot be measured.
Putting them in the right environment
goes beyond a degree, is helping them build
their character that will begin shaping their
life.
Here are some great samples of successful young people who played college tennis
that you probably never heard about but
that for us they are Superstars:
* Adrian Reed played at Florida Gulf
Coast University and is now an assistant
project manager at Quality Enterprises
USA. “The many lessons I have learned
throughout my time at Florida Gulf Coast
University have really prepared me in many
ways to become a competitor to local citizens and break into a management position
in a competitive industry such as construction.
* Yolimar Ogando played at the
University of Miami and is now a staff
accountant at Lennar Corporation. “College
tennis gave me a family, gave me maturity
and helped me achieve my professional
goals.”
* Franz Sydow played at the College of
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Charleston and is now an assistant managing director of Botica di Servicio Aruba.
“College tennis gave me the discipline to be
able to train three to four hours a day, go to
class, study and do well, while maintaining a
social life.”
* Chris Pensavalle played at Oklahoma
Christian University and is now the director
of VWTA Tennis at Tulsa University. “I was
one of the first USP customers back in
1995. Thomas and his team provided the
guidance, support and logistics to maneuver
the scholarship environment.”
* Karen Alvarez played at Iowa State

Karen Alvarez played at Iowa State.
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University and is now a B2B analyst at
Tramontina. “Stop being afraid of what can
go wrong and start being positive about
what can go right.”
* Dylan Hall played at the University of
Alabama Huntsville and is now the head
tennis professional and social media manager at Greenwich Racquet Club. “Playing college tennis was the most tremendous experience of my life. My college tennis journey
taught me the true value of extreme commitment, teamwork and perseverance.”
* Anton Peskov played at Florida Atlantic
University and is now the director of
iTravex.
* Alonso Tomas played at the University
of Missouri-Kansas City and is now the
owner of Altico Trading LLC. “I would have
never received the opportunities I did had it
not been for the combination of tennis and
college. Together, they taught me how to
focus under pressure, persevere and work
hard for what I want to accomplish.”
* Martin Parks, played at Campbell
University and is now Crest Associates
Tennis Coach & Mental Skills Performance
Consultant at Pepperdine University
* Andres Gonzales played at Virginia
Intermont College and is now the director of
implementation at Datex Corporation.
* Gustavo Oribe played at Florida
International University and is now the
owner-director of Canas Tennis Academy
LLC. “Thomas Anderson helped me understand the process of entering into college
tennis in the U.S. and worked to get my first
scholarship. I’ll be forever grateful to
Thomas.”
* Francisco Diaz played at East Tennessee
State University and is now the CFO at The
Apollo Group in Fort Lauderdale.
* Gilat Barzilai played at Illinois State
University and is now the mental coach at
Israel Tennis Center in Jerusalem.
* Fabian Gonzales played at the
University of Tennessee and is now a partner, senior consultant and trainer at
Performance Excellence Solutions. “USP
was a major trampoline in my life! It guided
me through the process and helped me
believe it could happen - and it did happen!”
* Francesca Ceppi played at Mount Olive
College and is now a recruiter/human
resources employee at Korn Ferry. “Being a
tennis student-athlete was an amazing experience that changed my life forever. I was
able to develop skills that are easily transfer-

German Dalmagro is head women’s coach at Illinois.

able to any sphere of life: leadership, communication, time-management and teamwork. I can firmly say I wouldn’t be the person I am
today without this experience and the people I met through it.”
* Daniela Ramirez played at Georgia State University and is now
a graduate assistant coach at Georgia State Athletics. “USP was crucial in the process of finding a scholarship. I don’t think I would’ve
gotten such a great opportunity without their advice and guidance.
They definitely set you up for success.”
* Ana Sofia Cordero played at University of North Texas/
Southern Illinois University and is now an assistant women’s designer at Leonardo Fifth Avenue. “College tennis played a crucial element in my development. I learned so much about discipline, teamwork and leadership. It was also one of the best times of my life.
You create a type of bond with your team and university that you
can’t find anywhere else.”
* German Dalmagro played at Auburn Montgomery University
and is now the head women’s coach at the University of Illinois.
* Carolina Aravena, played at Troy State University and is now the
tennis director at Los Condes Country Club. “Without USP there is
no way I could have known how to choose the right place for me.
They were always by my side, every step of the way and for someone who doesn’t know how college works in the US, it was key to
have their support.”
* Alain de la Bastide, played at Colorado Mesa University and is
now the Supply Chain/ Project Manager internship at Leitner Poma
of America. “College tennis impacted my life in so many positive
ways. It goes further than just athletics, this mindset of always pushing for more translates into my everyday routine for all the aspects
of my life”.
And many more who we cannot mention due to limited space in
this article. Visit www.universitysports.com
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New Professional Development Resources for USPTA Members
By JOHN R. EMBREE
USPTA CEO
(Originally
published
in
the
September/October issue of ADDvantage
Magazine)
The USPTA is always seeking more
resources for our members to advance
their careers. If we look at golf, the
Professional Golf Association (PGA) of
America has 19 regionally based career
counselors to help its members find jobs,
and help employers find the best PGA professionals. While we may not be able to
afford an entire in-house department dedicated to job searches and career coaching,
there is no reason the USPTA can’t provide similar services.
Announcing USPTA DirectorSearch! I
am thrilled to inform you of our new partnership with USPTA Master Professional
Mark McMahon of McMahon|10s, which
will now be fully dedicated to performing
these valuable services on behalf of
USPTA members. Mark and his team have
put together a robust platform that conducts full assessments of facilities and
matches positions to fit their needs at the
Director of Tennis level and higher. Pros
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who seek to become general managers or
leaders of tennis programs and athletic
departments will appreciate the thorough
analysis USPTA DirectorSearch will offer.
USPTA DirectorSearch will be linked to
the new Find-A-Pro and Find-A-Job website, and the two entities will work together to provide a fantastic new service to our
membership. And coming out of the global pandemic, the time is perfect to launch
these new career services. As pros look for
new opportunities and as clubs evaluate
the products they offer their clients, there
will be lots of changes in the marketplace.
We want to be at the table leading those
discussions and USPTA DirectorSearch
will help ensure this is the case. To learn
more about USPTA DirectorSearch, visit
usptadirectorsearch.com.
Mark will be one of the headline speakers for our upcoming World Conference
Virtual Event in September, where he will
discuss the role that his company will play
in advancing our professionals’ careers. If
you have ever considered a change in your
career but were uncertain how to go about
doing so, join Mark’s session or visit the
USPTA DirectorSearch booth at the World
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Conference Virtual Trade Show.
There is more. In early September, we
will launch a brand new Find-A-Pro and
Find-A-Job website powered by Orange
Coach, a Dutch company led by Sven
Groeneveld, one of the world’s leading
coaches. USPTA members will be able to
create a dynamic online profile to post
videos, as well as utilize job matching services and put their best foot forward as tennis professionals. You can hear from Sven
at the World Conference Virtual Event.
We are so excited about what this new
technology will do to enhance the experience of our members looking for jobs and
that of the facilities seeking them out. I
cannot wait to get this initiative off the
ground!
Nothing is more important to our
Association than assisting our members
with their respective careers. By establishing USPTA DirectorSearch and upgrading
our Find-A-Pro and Find-A-Job website, we
are elevating our capabilities to help pros
in the job market like never before. Now
we can make an even more positive impact
on the lives of so many of our professionals, and on the industry as a whole.

NEW BOOKS

AUTOGRAPH CORNER

Pete Sampras: Greatness Revisited
By ADAM ROSS
Full disclosure: I’m a huge fan of Hall of Fame
tennis player Pete Sampras and Hall of Fame
tennis writer Steve Flink, so I was excited to read
Flink’s new book, Pete Sampras: Greatness
Revisited. The book, released on September 1,
did not disappoint.
The book begins with a great foreword by tennis legend Chrissie Evert. She clearly relished the
opportunity to present her thoughts and analysis on Sampras. She observed that despite her
game and Sampras’s game being opposites stylistically that she always appreciated his aggressive play. Evert also loved Sampras’s championship mentality. She knows a thing or two
about what it takes to reach the highest levels of
the sport.
Flink does a great job of analyzing how
Sampras was able to succeed at the highest levels of tennis over such a long stretch of time. He
examines Sampras’s career in a comprehensive
manner. Flink views Sampras as the greatest
American male tennis player.
One purpose in writing this book was to bring
Sampras’s tremendous legacy back into the forefront of the discussion of the greatest male players in tennis history. As Flink points out, one of
Sampras’s greatest achievements was winning
his then record 14th major in 2002 at the U.S.
Open. However, unfortunately for Sampras, that
seemingly insurmountable record was quickly
eclipsed by three of the greatest players of all
time, Roger Federer, Rafa Nadal and Novak
Djokovic. That is unfortunate for Sampras as his
record did not stand the test of time. Flink also
notes that Sampras was unfairly labeled as “boring” in an era of flashy players such as his greatest rival, Andre Agassi.
Sampras followed in the footsteps of the
Australian champions such as Rod Laver. Those
players, like Sampras, let their racquets and
results speak for themselves. Also, contributing
to a bit of diminishment of Sampras’s legacy is
that he has happily stepped away from the limelight to raise his children with his wife, Bridgette
Wilson. In interviews for the book, Sampras
expresses his contentment with life after tennis
and the satisfaction he gets from routine family
life. Not unexpected based upon the way he carried himself throughout his illustrious career.
As Sampras explained to Flink, he played the
game on his terms and left the game the same
way after winning his final major, the 2002 U.S.
Open, fittingly, over his greatest rival, Agassi.
Sampras recounted to Flink that there were so
many more doubters at that point than believers
as Sampras had lost in the second round of
Wimbledon that year. The doubters included
fans, the media and fellow players such as Greg
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Ruzedski, who famously said during the 2002
U.S. Open that Sampras would never win
another major. Sampras explained to Flink that
he did not doubt himself at that point. He said
that while the world had doubts, he still believed
in himself. He believed he could win the tournament if he got on a good run and the rest was
history.
Flink takes us on Sampras’s journey to the
top. Sampras’s parents knew little about tennis
but were convinced that their son had a bright
future in the game. As a junior, Sampras was
guided by coach Pete Fischer who convinced
him to change from a two-handed backhand to
a one handed stroke.
As Michael Chang recounted to Flink, he,
along with many others, felt this was a disastrous
move, especially after Sampras began to lose
matches to opponents he had easily beaten prior
to the change. Sampras, however, was looking
at the big picture and had no problem emulating
prior greats of the game such as Laver, who had
used the one-handed backhand as part of an
arsenal that allowed for aggressive play. This culminated in the development of Sampras’s
attacking net game.
Of course, no discussion of Sampras is complete without a focus on one of the greatest first
and second serves in tennis history. Numerous
legendary players including Billie Jean King discuss Sampras’s serve in the context of his overall extraordinary athleticism. That athleticism
was also on display with Sampras’s trademark
leaping overhead.
This thoroughly researched book is full of
great anecdotes and analysis from legendary
players such as John McEnroe, Jim Courier,
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Mats Wilander, Ivan Lendl, Tracy Austin and
Martina Navratilova.
Chang recalled with a laugh that when they
were juniors, he invited Sampras to his home
and that Chang’s mother had cooked spaghetti
and her “famous” spaghetti sauce. Pete politely
asked if he could have plain Ragu spaghetti
sauce. Chang felt that this was a quintessential
Pete Sampras moment. Sampras knew what he
liked best and chose even at that early age to
stick with what he liked and what worked best
for him.
Flink does a tremendous job of putting
Sampras’s career into perspective by comparing
him with tennis greats that both pre-dated his
career and those that came after him as well.
There was no dearth of analysis of Sampras’s
achievements by the legends of the game.
Another great aspect of this book is the way
in which Flink analyzes, in depth, year by year,
Pete’s extraordinary career. We hear from
coaches such as Tom Gullikson. We learn that
Sampras had asked Gullikson to be his coach,
but due to other commitments he was unavailable so he recommended to Pete someone who
looked and sounded exactly like him, his twin
brother, Tim Gullikson. Sampras discusses the
tragic early passing of Tim from brain cancer in
1996 and Sampras’s emotional reaction at the
Australian Open in the 1995 quarterfinal match
against Jim Courier. Sampras reflects upon the
moment that he began to cry during that match
describing it as a release of pressure that had
been building for a great deal of time. There are
also some great insights from Sampras’s former
coach Paul Annacone and tennis analyst and former tennis professional Brad Gilbert.
No book on Sampras would be complete
without examining the rivalry that he had with
Agassi. Flink recounts how Gilbert was in the
coaching box for Agassi during some of the
most intense matches in their storied rivalry.
Gilbert recalled that Sampras had an uncanny
ability to turn up the pressure on Agassi and
raise the level of his game at precisely the right
moments.
As Flink points out, you don’t win Wimbledon
7 times, achieve the year-end number 1 ranking
6 years in a row from 1993 to 1998 and win 14
majors without possessing tremendous athletic
ability and the mind of a true champion.
I recommend this book, without any reservations, to all tennis fans!
***
Adam Ross is a volunteer for the USTA
Florida and the Vice-President of the Tennis
Collectors of America/TCA and he welcomes
your
questions
or
comments
at
robinadam@comcast.net

Courtesy of Adam Ross Collection
By ADAM ROSS
The year was 1995. Pete Sampras had won both Wimbledon and
the U.S. Open. He was physically exhausted.
He was also mentally exhausted as he struggled to come to grips
with his coach Tim Gullikson’s terminal cancer that would tragically
lead to his passing in 1996.
The Russians knew Sampras was spent and devised a plan to beat
him and the U.S. Davis Cup team in the finals set for Moscow. The
best way to down America would be to play on red clay; not just any
red clay but watered down and muddy red clay.
The Russians believed that they could neutralize Sampras on this
surface.
They were wrong. Very wrong. With Andre Agassi watching and
unavailable to play due to injury,
Sampras faced off against the Russian clay court specialist Andrei
Chesnokov to begin the battle for the Davis Cup. Sampras was at the
height of his powers and was able to grind out a brutal 5 set victory
over Chesnokov and the partisan Russian crowd.
At the end of that match, after match point, Sampras collapsed due
to dehydration and cramping and was dragged off the court. Courier
lost the second match that day to Yevgeny Kafelnikov and the teams
were tied at 1-1 with the Russians feeling great about their prospects
for victory. Despite his weakened condition,
Sampras told the U.S. Coach, Tom Gullikson, that he could play the
doubles the next day, and he teamed with Todd Martin to beat the
Russian team of Yevgeny Kafelnikov and Andrei Olhovisky.
America led 2-1 at that point. Sampras ultimately finished off
Russia with a straight set win over Yevgeny Kafelnikov.
The U.S. won the finals 3-2 and captured the Davis Cup with
Sampras playing a part in securing all 3 points.
Sampras had a remarkable career and this has to be considered one
of his greatest accomplishments.
Pictured are Sampras’s signed sneakers from the 1995 Davis Cup
finals along with the iconic photo of Sampras being dragged off the
court by Davis Cup team physician, Dr. George Fareed.
The photo is signed by Dr. Fareed.
***
Adam Ross is a volunteer for the USTA Florida and is the VicePresident of The Tennis Collectors of America/TCA. He welcomes
your questions or comments at robinadam@comcast.net.

NEW BOOKS
Edited by David Shaftel and Caitlin Thompson, this book features
the best writing from the first four years of Racquet magazine, a
quarterly independent publication “representing the latent, diverse,
and lare constituency of tennis that has not been embraced by the
sport writ at large.”
Features tackle such subjects as how was Arthur Ashe
like Muhammad Ali, what’s
the deal with Andre Agassi’s
private jet, and why is tennis
important in “Lolita”?
The opening article, which
should be rated “R”, is a
compelling piece about Rod
Laver’s wayward nephew,
Richie Laver. Richie, whose
best friend was Vince Spadea
Jr., grew up on the hard
courts
of
Laver’s
International Tennis Resort,
which his father, Ian, built in
Delray Beach. The sprawling
46-court complex was the
site of the inaugural
International
Players
Championship (now Miami
Open).
As Ian and Richie flew to San Diego for a tournament I 1985,
the plane crashed, Ian was killed and Richie survived but was badly
burned. The article picks up 15 years later when Richie is living
homeless in Delray Beach and follows his downs and ups to
Southern California and marriage and back to Florida.
***
USPTA Hall of Fame coach Rick Macci has posted two new ebooks on his website: rickmacci.com.
* “What You May See is
Different Than Rick Macci”
contains the details, the
insight, a real in depth
understanding of all the
strokes and strategies. It’s for
players of all levels.
* “Macci Mental Magic” is
an in between the ears look
at the mental game of the
real game within the game.
He has molded the minds of
Venus Williams, Serena
Williams, Jennifer Capriati,
Andy
Roddick,
Maria
Sharapova, Sofia Kenin and
thousands of national champions and club champions.
Do you want to handle
pressure better?
Get less nervous? Become
a better competitor? This
book is for anybody, not just those who plays tennis, but the game
of life.
The books can be downloaded at the website: rickmacci.com
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In The Works: Intelligent And Interactve Ball Machine
No one has invented a robot that can rally
with you on a tennis court. But Florida-based
tennis pro and entrepreneur Nikki Roth is
working on developing perhaps the next best
thing: an interactive ball machine that not
only listens but detects and reacts to your
shots.
It’s called Quick Nik. Roth’s software program has been in the works for two and a
half years and patent is pending. Her business partner is computer engineer Dr. Hugo
Rytz.
“This is the introduction of a new class of
intelligent and interactive training machines
into a market that is saturated with old fashioned technology,” says Roth..
“It’s a solution for many of the frustrations
a tennis player has when using the existing
dump ball machines (example: repetitive ball
hitting, still launching balls while the player
is not ready).
“To enjoy the full potential of Quick Nik
the software requires a mobile ball machine
that can move autonomously on the court.
Currently no such ball machine is available
commercially and adapting an existing ball
machine under for Quick Nik is economically not reasonable. The alternative is to connect Quik Nik software with three or more
today’s ball machines that are lined up at the
baseline. And when the time, direction and
speed of the ball delivery is under control of
Quick Nik, it is possible to simulate the benefits of a mobile ball machine that can shoot
a ball from every corner of the court.
“Quick Nik uses a video camera to detect
the tennis balls and the actions of the player.
The software uses also a microphone as support device when analyzing the video stream
in real time.
Through the video stream Quick Nik
knows when and where a ball hit by the player will bounce and direct the ball machine to
return the next ball like a human tennis player would do. Currently we are working on
the software that is required to control a
mobile ball machine. The next step will be to
test the software with actual tennis ball
machines.”
Roth is a teaching pro in Palm Beach
County and is director of the adult program
at South County Regional Park in Boca
Raton. Working with players ages 3 to 90,
she teaches at Rick Macci’s Academy at
South County and at Mar-a-Lago Club in
Palm Beach, and she has taught at the Evert
Tennis Academy in Boca Raton and in The
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Nikki Roth creator of Quick Nik.

Hamptons in New York.
Raised in Cleveland, Ohio, she grew up in
a competitive sports family. Her mother was
a professional racquetball player and her
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father was a boxer. At age 6 she won a
USTA12-and-under tournament and was
dubbed “The Little Tiger.”
She earned a top 10 USTA national ranking in the 14s and received a full tennis
scholarship to Barry University in Miami,
where she achieved ITA All-American honors in singles and doubles.
Roth has also worked with several charities including ACEing Autism and Boys
Town, and she has played in exhibitions with
noted pros such as Dick Stockton, Vince
Spadea and Bjorn Borg.
As a featured speaker at Equality Florida
Institute, she presented the “Voice for
Equality” Award to International Tennis Hall
of Fame member Martina Navratilova.
Roth says she came up with the computer
program for ball machines because “from my
experience using a ball machine, it’s hard to
explain things to a player when you’re feeding balls. If machine could move like robot ...
I really think this can help tennis industry.
You don’t need a pro, you can actually have
your own. Or this can assist the pro.”
For
more
information,
visit
Manifestennis.com

SHOP TALK
Dunlop announced 22-year-old ATP Tour
player Michael Mmoh has chosen the SX
300 frame as his racket of choice, after an
exciting playtesting process. The American
is using the SX 300 as he trains at IMG
Academy in Florida.

Masahiro Asahino, Head of Tennis Division
for SRI. “Testing rackets is a process with
all players. In Michael’s case, he was interested in finding a frame that could make his
most powerful shot, his forehand, more consistent. The SX 300 generates just enough
spin to keep those forehands consistent.”

The Babolat Pure Drive is THE benchmark for “power” racquets. A best seller for
more than 25 years, this iconic product
evolves in 2020, promising a game that is
as explosive as it is powerful. This year, it
will be complemented by a new, complete
range including strings, shoes, apparel,
bags, and other accessories to delight Pure
Drive aficionados.
It has accompanied the greatest tennis
champions to victory: Carlos Moya, Kim
Clijsters, Li Na, and more recently, Sofia
Kenin, Garbi§e Muguruza and Fabio
Fognini.
“We’ve worked very closely with Michael
over the past few months, and we’re happy
to report that he’s beyond satisfied with his
SX 300; he feels like it will actively help his
game as he climbs the rankings,” said

“First One In” is a tennis comedy that is
sure to entertain tennis lovers and sport
enthusiasts alike, released online on major
VOD/Digital platforms including Amazon,

iTunes, and Google Play September 8.
Thrown off a popular reality show in disgrace, unemployed real estate agent Madi
Cooke (Kat Foster), teams with a group of
misfit tennis players in a do-or-die match
against Bobbi Mason (Georgia King)—an
overachieving, tightly wound, real estate
shark—and her tennis-playing minions.
View
trailer
at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8vwX
T0uFv8Y
Website
https://www.firstoneinfilm.com/
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PICKLEBALL NEWS

PRESENTED BY

This Sport Is Like Chess On A Court
By STEVE DEAKIN
When I made the switch from tennis to pickleball, I took a lot of flak from my fellow tennis
players. I’m an all or nothing kind of guy so I
went full on pickleball after an injury in tennis
sidelined me for an extended period of time. It
was referred to as the “Dark Side” by my closest crew. I had no problem moving to the
“Dark Side” as tennis players have a huge
advantage when they step on a pickleball court
for the first time. The rest I can say is history.
I never did go back to tennis and have been
able to carve a new career out of pickleball.
Pickleball is fun, fast paced, and takes a new
kind of patience to construct your points.
Pickleball isn’t always about power. It’s about
playing your percentages and waiting for the
right ball that you can attack. I simply like to
call it “patience with timely aggression”. It’s
like chess on a court. The games are generally shorter and faster than tennis so all picklers
become aware of the pb mantra “just one
more game!” Tournaments can be completed
in a single day instead of the 7-10 day commitment a tennis tournament can entail. I am fairly certain if you are a tennis player looking for
a change of pace or simply wanting to try
something new, pickleball will be a great fit for
you.
I want to talk about a couple of things that I
feel are important to achieving success on a
pickleball court. When I’m teaching, competing, or simply spectating, there is a really common thread that most players could focus on a
lot more at almost every skill level.
Number 1: Your third shot selection.
Number 2: Transitioning safely to the nonvolley zone (NVZ). As the majority of pickleball players recognize, getting to the NVZ is
key since it levels up your odds to win a point
when your opponent has managed to get
themselves there before you. I see so many
people panicking to get there without any real
thought whatsoever. So, how can a player
safely get themselves to the NVZ from the
baseline without putting themselves and their
partner at risk? Here are some ideas that I
share with my students
* Third shot selection.
For those of you that may not have an
understanding of the importance of this shot,
here is a simple explanation. The third shot in
pickleball is used to start the process of getting
both you and your partner to the NVZ where
the chances of your team winning the point
increase substantially. The advantage will
always be with the team who has both players
at the NVZ. The decision you make on your
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third shot will dictate the outcome of a point
more times than not. I have seen countless
points end prematurely due to the decision
made on this very important layer of the
game. The game is most definitely evolving as
the play becomes more dynamic and creative.
In my humble opinion, the safest way to transition to the NVZ is still through a third shot
drop. However, let’s not be confused that this
is the only way. There are many factors that
play a part in deciding what to do when tasked
with the third shot ball execution. Where on
the court is the ball? The height? The depth?
The spin? The Pickleball Purists will most likely argue that the three-foot shot should always
be a drop, but what happens if you are playing
a team that is hammering returns deep and
low with spin? That’s a pretty tough task to
drop that successfully with a high percentage.
In situations like this, I sometimes like to hit a
controlled drive into the returner who is still in
transition to NVZ. This will almost always give
you an easier 5th shot drop opportunity to
transition on more safely than if you had white
knuckled your way through a very tough 3rd
shot drop from 4 or 5 feet behind the baseline.
What I am saying is be mindful of this shot
selection. A 3rd ball that has landed mid-court
and well below net level, I would almost always
suggest dropping but that same ball location
that is well above net level, I would give the
green light to go on the offensive and drive.
This may also depend on other factors such as
the score in the game, where your opponents
are on the court, your confidence in the drive,
etc. Be mindful of these things and have a
plan if that return is hit your way.
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* Transitioning Safely To NVZ
Let me set the stage here. You have hit the
perfect 3rd shot drop. It has landed softly and
unattackable into your opponent’s kitchen.
Now what? It’s transition time! Figuring out as
a team how to do this safely and effectively will
increase your percentages to win points from
low percentage situations.
This is no exaggeration on my part, this
transition process is the number 1 reason I see
my students lose points after executing a third
shot. I will break this down into a couple of
common scenarios.
#1 The third shot drop is missed high and
your opponent can attack from above net
level. More times than not I see one or both
players decide this is a great time to start the
transition forward to the NVZ with no real
thought going into the outcome of the point.
Not only are you creating options for your
opponent’s 4th shot attack, you are putting
yourself and your partner at great risk of losing the point. I will keep it simple, if you miss
your drop high, give yourself a little more time
by not advancing. Stay back, regroup as a
team, and figure out how to make your way to
the NVZ safer by utilizing a 5th, 7th, or even
9th shot.
#2 You are the player tasked with hitting
the 3rd shot drop and your partner takes off
for the NVZ well before you make contact.
Many of my students when I work with them
for the first time have been mis-lead and taught
that if you are not hitting the 3rd shot, you get
to the kitchen as fast as you can. In my opinion, the only time to do this is when you are
returning serve. This mindset in a 3rd ball scenario can put you and your partner in a whole
world of trouble. It can put pressure on the
player hitting the drop to be perfect, it creates
separation between partners, opens up a ton
of shot options for the opposing team to
attack if drop is missed high, and most importantly, substantially decreases your percentages to win this point.
The message is simple. Transition safely
together as a team. Keep that paddle up and
have fun!
***
Steve Deakin is an 11-time Canadian
National junior tennis champion and former
ATP ranked player who made the switch to
pickleball in 2017. After learning the
nuances of pickleball, he quickly became
one of the top players in world today with
multiple professional medal stand results
including taking silver at the 2019 USA
Pickleball National Championships.

Racquet Sports

As Padel Grows, Quality Court Construction Is Crucial
Padel is growing quickly around the world and
in Florida with new facilities being built or
planned in Key Biscayne, Tampa, Orlando and
other locations around the U.S.
As the new sport of padel hits our shores, it
is important for the game to be introduced correctly, starting with the rules of the sport, certification of the professionals and availability of
quality racquets and accessories. As important
is the quality of the design, manufacturer and
installation of the padel courts themselves.
Florida Tennis spoke with All Racquet Sports,
the claimed leaders of padel in the USA, and
their partners AFP Courts in Barcelona, Spain,
about why these issues are so important to the
sport of padel and the introduction to the United
States.
“In padel more than any other sport, other
than baseball, the court is an integral part of the
game,” said Scott Grote, director of court construction for All Racquet Sports. “Go to Fenway
Park in Boston. The Green Monster wall is such
an integral part of game. In tennis the fence
doesn’t matter, but in padel it’s part of the
game, especially the glass and wire mesh in the
center section.
“We are the first U.S.-based company doing
installation. We’re trained and certified, based
from southeast Pennsylvania and constructing
all over the country. We think it’s important to
use U.S. labor, to make sure courts are installed
and maintained properly.
“Quite frankly there some ugly courts out
there - rusty, glass that isn’t lined up, code violations. If we’re going to grow the sport in the
U.S. we’ve got to make sure there are proper
courts. If you’re on a coast, you’ve to withstand
salt and wind.
“We are excited about the opportunity. We
designed two model padel courts made here in
the U.S., one is in Tampa, and first with wooden posts, which we hope will be sturdier and
stronger, is in Philadelphia.”
AFP Courts, founded 20 years ago as
RedSport brand, was a company that specialized in the construction of sport facilities such as
soccer pitches and tennis courts. AFP Courts
installed their first padel court 17 years ago in
Barcelona. The company was specialized and
broadly focused on all the different sports,
including padel. Today AFP Courts is a company within the AFP Group dedicated to the
design, manufacture and export of padel courts
all over the world.
“We have sold and installed padel courts in 18
countries (and growing) along with our experienced team of international court builders and
distributors,” said Jose Delgado, AFP Courts
sales and marketing director. “The key to our
success is what we call the 360ß concept. No
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First in Padel Court Manufacturing, Building, Installing & Promoting
Pr
Padel Courts

Key Biscayne

In Texas

The first wooden supported padel court in the U.S. is in progress in Central Pennsylvania.

other manufacturer or padel company
approaches the entire padel business in this
way. Our 360ß concept approach includes;
* Padel courts: We manufacture the highest
quality padel courts on the market and with the
support of a premium brand, adidas
* Education and certification: We have developed the AFP Academy that showcases the latest training techniques, new ways of analyzing
each stroke, and criteria for easily identifying
improvements. Our current and growing investment in education and training exceeds
250.000 euros (about $295,000), including all
the academic material in the i-cloud, videos,
master certified teaching professionals.
* Smart padel courts: We have assembled the
latest technology systems to help manage the
clubs, book the padel courts, manage the lights,
keep the score with a digital scoreboard and
record the match.
* Shop: We provide the highest quality and
latest technology through our development and
sales of adidas rackets, bags, accessories and
balls
* Coaches: We train the trainers who teach
and promote the sport through professional
coaches
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* Players: We support the top adidas padel
professional players through our International
and US based teams
“AFP Courts is a partner in All Racquet
Sports USA and brings their expertise, experience and knowledge to the high quality and
long-lasting adidas and customized padel courts
manufacturing for the USA.”
Jose Luis Sicre, general manager of AFP
Group, said, “The sport is most popular in
Spain where almost 9 percent of the population
plays padel. Internationally, padel is growing bigger and bigger. Right now the figures are
increasing the most in all of Scandinavia, with
Sweden and Belgium growing the fastest. We
also see the sport growing in popularity in
Germany, France, Italy, and the UK. We even
see growth in Japan and Australia.
“All our products are tested and sold based on
a map of wind and the technical specifications
of corrosion to offer the different warranties of
each product in different locations. We never
install a padel court outside without a study
about where it will be installed. The assembly,
the sales follow up and the calendar of maintenance that we always give to our customers
when we finish the installation is totally impor-

Philadelphia

Orlando

USA Made Courts

Coming October 2020
SVB Tennis & Wellness Center

Pennsylvania

In Tampa

Spec Tennis: Check It Out
Spec Tennis is a fast-paced and easy-tolearn racquet sport played on a pickleball
court, using an orange dot low compression
tennis ball and an 18 inch perforated paddle.
With less of a learning curve than tennis, it’s
a blast for all ages and skill levels.
It can be used as an intro to tennis or crosstraining for tennis, as every skill directly translates to tennis. The weight of the paddle combined with it’s low power level, create the environment for developing clean technique and
biomechanics, which limits the common
injuries you see in tennis
With longer rallies than tennis, it’s very
social, and mixing players of different levels or
playing with the family is common.
Spec Tennis is played like tennis, except
with one underhand serve and the “no volley
zone” rule in pickleball does not apply in Spec
Tennis.
Like pickleball, you can fit four times as
many players on one tennis court, so 16 players playing doubles at a time or even more if
running clinics.
Tennis has not been growing, in part due to
the barriers to entry - it takes a lot of time and
money to get to a respectable level in tennis.
The TIA Industry report says tennis participa-

tion from 2010 to 2018 fell 5 percent, and
over the last five years the average annual
change rates isflat at 0.2 percent.
Spec Tennis provides a solution to this - it’s
a way to attract new players, retain current
players, maximize the use of court space, and
help players reach their full potential.
Both singles and doubles are equally enjoyable. It’s hard to end the point, so players nat-

urally develop more well-rounded games and
higher “tennis IQ’s”.
For clubs and facilities that offer tennis,
pickleball, and Spec Tennis, they cover all
bases, satisfying the needs of all members.
Started in 2016 by a tennis pro in NorCal,
it’s been gaining traction nationwide.
Ready to try it? Go to SpecTennis.com or
email SpecTennis@yahoo.com.

tant to extend the life not only of the product,
but more importantly provide the safety of the
players that are playing inside.
“We stand out from other companies
because of our long-lasting products, details in
manufacturing quality and a safe product
because we think not only of the product, we
think first of the sport, of the players, and the
most important our 360ß concept. Our products have unique features including folded mesh,
pillars inserted, lights out of the line of the
match ,and more. We have years of experience
and hundreds of courts that provide feedback for
our customers and confidence in our products.
“As the sport grows, players are evaluating
more and more the quality of the padel courts,
the quality of the artificial turf (no slip, less sand,
good bounce of the ball, consistent bounce off of
the mesh) and ease of court maintenance.
These are all important factors that will make
the sport grow quickly in the USA. We are leaders in all of the categories because of our experience and almost 1,000 courts sold throughout
the world. These are important to us but also
for those clubs that are making the investment
in the short and long term for padel in the
USA.”
In reference to the importance of high quality
court manufacturing, why is it important to
invest in premium quality courts if standard (and
cheaper) courts work also at the club?
“I would answer with another question: Why
is it important to invest in premium quality fit-

ness equipment if standard (and cheaper) equipment works perfectly at the gym?” Sicre replied.
“The core at a padel club are the courts. That’s
the area to invest in terms of sport equipment.
The more features, design, comfort, safety and
durability you can get, the more satisfaction for
players and better return for club owners.”
OK, but how about manufacturing courts
branded adidas? What is adding the brand to the
court?
“In reference to the importance of high quality court manufacturing with Adidas Padel branding, it’s clear and accepted that a premium
brand offers a quality warranty, but on top of
that, when you take the risk of investing in a
new sport, adidas provides prestige, credibility,
visibility and opens the door to an international
network of adidas padel clubs, training methodology, coaches, events, equipment and more..
Adidas is betting consistently worldwide on
padel and will keep on developing benefits and
privileges to the adidas padel family and community in the USA. Adidas has a brand value of
almost $7 billion and is consistently ranked in
the Forbes 500 International brands.”
Marcos:del Pilar, promotions and sales manager for All Racquet Sports, added, “High quality courts will bring in high quality customers.
Our customers and players always deserve the
most and we need to take the responsibility of
the best and safest construction for Padel courts
and facilities.
“Sports centers need to become customer-

centric (member-centric) so make sure you put
your clients at the center of each of your decisions. By offering the best to your members, you
will make them the happiest and will offer them
a place and a club to feel proud of. They will
bring more members in since they know they
enjoy the best courts in the market. Don’t settle
for less than the best!”
Del Pilar continued, “Confidence is the most
valuable asset in construction. By trusting All
Racquet Sports, you are not only partnering
with the leading company in the market but also
investing in your peace of mind and confidence
in your future padel project. What is the value of
knowing that everything will be correct during
the construction?
“We really believe in long-term relationships,
and that’s why we offer warranties in glasses,
steel and turf. We plan to be by your side until
you become successful in your new padel journey.
“A right decision at the beginning of the project will dramatically impact on your ROI. From
the business perspective, you need to make sure
that you select the best partners to build your
padel courts. Good decisions will facilitate your
“break-even” and will make your investment
profitable on schedule without having to deal
with unforeseen and last minute deviations.
Padel is the most exciting journey ever in sports!
Let the experts guide and lead you and let’s
enjoy the trip together!”
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